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Last Thursday afternoon Jb end
my son left Yukon for New Orleans
and a tour of about nine central
and South American INIEMMII an
behalf Of the Mittbalalag International Banana Festival:
They drove to New Orilleas, met
Col. Mercer Lee Price &ere (he
flew up from his Florida home to
inset Ibsen) and were scheduled to
arrive by air at their first stop—
Mexico City—Sunday. Thence to
Ginitemala, Costa Rica, Panama,
Nicaragua and on down.
We have always been firm believers in the old adage that "if you
want to get results, you have to
make calls" and that is what Jo is
doing. It sounds like a pretty good
vacation, but actually, for her, it
will be an intensive business trip
for the Festival. Allowing herself
not more than two days in each
country, she is seeking to find a
suitable beauty queen in each to enter the forthcoming Princess Pageant.
She already has some "connections", to be sure, but she has a
long way to go, even with the Price
Foundation agreeing to pick up the
tab.
And -then in Guatemala,she hopefully will get to talk first-hand with
government officials in an effort to
gain a little financial help from
them in getting the famous Marimba Band up here. And, I am sure,
she will run Into other interesting
items that would make Br -class
attractions.
When she left here last Thursday
she had already secured the cooperation of the State Department
in notifying US Embassies in. advance of her coming and her mission, plus the great help that Standard Fruit Company had volunteered to give her along the way.
The trio plan to be "on the
road" about 10 days on their mission, and I am sure that everyone
interested in making the Banana
Festival grow in international sta-

ture will be awaking news of the
successes of this trip.
The only thing that puts this Festival on the map as something
imaginative, exciting, unoisual and
important is its Latin flavor and interest, and as we build . these
things, we build a greater Festival
for our communities. State, federal
and private funds have come to
It because of the international goodwill and interest it has fostered,
and only for that reason.
True, we must have a lot of elements of a "County Fair" at the
same time to satisfy everyone (and
there's nothing wrong with that),
but let us never lose sight of the
"International" picture and its importance. They are number one.
Jo and Col. Price hope to assemble quite a number of Latin queens,
have them all meet in Miami, give
them a big round of publicity there
enrage to the Festival, and hopefully arrange several stop-over
points (with more publicity) enroute here. It is my understanding
that the same sort of welcome is
being planned for our Amigos in
Miami, Orlando and other points
enroute to the Festival. Hopefully,
if the Marimba band makes it,
they will also have some stop-over
points enroute. I know that Miami,
Orlando, Montgomery and Nishville are at least four places that
are eagerly awaiting word; we
have had correspondence and telephone calls from these, and others
including Washington, in the past
week!

limit does not mean a hunter may
have a dozen squirrels in his possession while hunting. He may not
have more than six, but he may
transport a dozen legally.
After the opening date on August 12, the season will continue
throullh Seiteinber and Weber and
titan will be Mined anti* Heeleaber
21 when it amens untii December
De.
Each hunter must have a valid
license, but youngsters under 16 can
pass with a junior hunting linenee.

12 Learn Basic Clothing Construction;
Other Courses Will Open This Fall
Twelve women are busy in the Fulton County Extension at Hickman, learning basic clothing construction. They were members in a Beginners Clothing Construction Workshop taught by Mrs. Catherine Thompson, University of Kentucky Area Extension Agent
Specializing in Clothing & Textiles.
Other workshops that will be taught by the University of Kentucky Area Extension Agents in Fulton
County this fall are Drapery Construction, Family Life
Series on The Middle Years, and Food for the Convalescent. These classes are open to anyone interested in enrolling, and you may enroll by calling the Fulton County Extension Office.

MODELING I:MEMOS WHICH THEY MADE are, (from left) Sarah
Donn, Johnny Nall, lefty Bean, Dula Mae Moore, Sara Jane Dean and
Ells Mee Robinson.

SHOWN SEWING DRISSIUI are, them %Olt Kelley Deeishir, Mary
Karen, Sarah Dean and Ills Robinson.
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South Fulton, With $114,0Uu =plus,
Praised For Good Management, Planning
The City of South Fulton was praised Monday night
by its auditing firm as being in "extremely healthy financial condition" at the close of its fiscal year.
The audit and year-end balance sheet echoes a similar statement made at the close of last year's books by E.
Jay Nichols of Memphis, public accountants, who inspect South Fulton's fiscal affairs.
South Fulton ended its fiscal year
with a surplus of $114,000 in operating funds. Cash and invested funds
as of June 30 amounted to $190,384.99
and the surplus in the Natural Gas

fund is $113,696.55, the report
showed.
Revenue has increased by $105.000 over the past five years, and the
auditor said that $25,000 of this in-

Bands, Marching Units Already
Flocking In For Festival Parade

EMI HUI= M DEAD-Douglas Powel1,14,looks over his motorcycle
on which he and Donald Taylor were struck Mile Min no the Felton
highway Saturday afternoon at 5:30. Young Taylor,I7. Eled in Moo
County General Hospital Saturday night at 11:30 if masellee head injuries. Douglas was wearing a crash helmet when ONI accident occurred but Donald was not.

Well, so much for that, for the
time being. Here at the office we
have talked about printing our
whole paper by the "offset"
method
for the past six months, so
this
week, while I have it by myself,
I am switching over Met to see
bow
it will Wart. If You
rem;ant on the
day you normally get
the Paper,
you'll know I made it.

Youth Dies, Another Hurt
In Cycle-Auto Collision

Squirrel Season Opens August 12;
Surveys Indicate Good Hunting
The opening volleys of Kentucky's
fall hunt will be heard August 12
when squirrels become legal targets in the longest season for any
species of wildlife.
This year hunters will have 122
days in *hick to hunt the elusive
bushtail which the State Department of Fish and Wildlife reports
has become more numerous in all
sections of Kentucky the past few
years.
The limits are six per day, with
12 in possession after two or more
days of hunting. The posession
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(From the Union City Messenger)
A short trip on the Fulton highway to get kasoline for a motorcycle has resulted in the death of
one rider, the second young cyclist killed this summer in Obion County.
Funeral services for Dona14 Clifton Taylor, 17,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Taylor cif•the Jack Douglas
Road, just off the Fulton highway, .iOstre conducted
Monday afternoon at 4:30 in White-RAson memorial chapel. Burial was in Obipn County Vemorial
Gardens.
Young Taylor was fatally injured Saturday at 5:30 while riding behind Douglas Powell,14,soo
of Mr. and Mrs. Allen Powell,
also of the Jack Douglas Road.
The accident occurred after the
two youths had gone toast onoline for EN Suzuki 65 motorcycle
and were on their way back horns.
According to Mate Trooper
W. C. Tate, the boys, who were
traveling toward Fulton, were
preparing to turn left off the Fulton highway onto the Jack Douglas
road.
Young Powell stopped the machine to wait for an oncoming
truck to clear and then, as he
started to make the left turn,
the crtle was struck ot about the

rear wheel on the loft hand side by
an auto, also headed toward Fulton.
Driver of the 1965 Chevrolet,
Randall Gene Rodgers at Paducah, Ky„, said when he saw the
cycle, it was stopped on the right
hand edge of the highway. He said
as he pulled to the left to pass
the machine the toys made a left
turn into the path of the auto.
Powell, who was wearing a
crash helmet, suffered only
minor cuts and bruises, but Taylor, who wore no helmet, suffered massive head injuries.
He dies at Obion County General Hospital Saturday night at
about 1:30.

Interested Area Residents Urged
To Hear Address On Mental Health
Dale H. Ferabee, M. D., State
Commissioner of Mental Health,
will speak at the Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Ky. on Monday evening, Aug.
ust 12, 1968. The Commissioner's
subject will be the new and cbm.
prehensive revision of State laws
concerning mental illness, mental
retardation and alcohol problems.
The new laws, effective September
1, 1968, are designed to eliminate
outdated terminology and to create streamlined procedures for hospitalization, treatment and release
of patients.
The 1968 legislatfon is based on
recommendations of the American
Bar Association and the American
Psychiatric Association in their development of model laws o guide
the states in enactment of Modern
mental health legislation. The Kentucky laws contain a major portion
of this model code.
Nationally, there is a growing

149th Is Having
AnnualReunion
In Louisville

recognition of the civil rights of all
persons - including patients in
psychiatric hospitals and retardation facilities. The new Kentucky
laws are highly cognizant of a
patient's civil rights. In addition,
there is considerable emphasis an
the obtaining of immediate medical
attention in emergencies nadier
than on the use of jails as a place
of lodging for emotionally upset
patients.
The wish and presentation by
Commissioner Farabee is being
sponsored by the Western Ky. Regional Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Advisory Board. H. W.
Ford, M. D., Chairman, emphasizes
that all persons interested are in.
vited to attend this meeting.
COACHES NSEDEO
For the time being, at least,
South Fulton High School is without a football coach, basketball
coach or assistant coach. Vacancies
in all three slots, caused by resignations, have yet to be filled.
NANCY AT WAGGENER
Miss Nancy Bushart, teacher at
South Fulton for the past three
years, has accepted a position at
Waggener High School in Lbuisville for the fall term.
She is the daughter of Mrs. H.
L. Bushart of Fulton.

The 149th Association - formerly
the 149th Infantry Regiment, 38th
Division, will conduct it's 20th anwad reunion in Louisville, Kentucky at the medical arts building
on the lith & 10th of August 1986.
"FIRST" FOR FULTON
Registration begins Friday evening
at 7:30 p.
Fulton's first Negro patrolman,
The 149th IntanteY's illiener dates
back to 23d day of May 1346 as 2d Joe David Newborn, was hired
City CommisKentucky Volunteer Infantry Regi- Monday night by the
ment. with Daniel Boone as It's sion filling a vacancy created by
first commander. The 10th asso- the recent death of Charles Stafciation is composed of teenier ford.
members and current members of
the 149th Armor group with head.
KINDERGARTINDPINS
quarters at &MOM Green, KenThe Fulton kindergarten will
tucky.
The regiment served in the South open September 10 at the Woman's
Club
Pacific during WWII.

Parade time for the Senational
Sixth International Banana Festival
has been set for 1090 A. M. on
Saturday, September 7, 1968 in the
twin cities of Fulton, Kentucky and
South Fulton, Tennessee, More than
21 bands and marching units have
already been assigned to the entourage.
"Bigger and better than ever" is
the watchword of the parade committee which promises a sight
brighter, brassier and more beautiful than before. More floats,
more bands, more of everything is
the order of the day. An estimated
crowd of 50,000 has viewed the parade each of the flvli previous
years, That too, says the Committee. will be bigger and better than
ever.
The International Banana Festival, which is going into its sixth
consecutive year, tries to show the
coincidence of interest existing between the small, mid-country community through which banana shipments are processed for distribution throughout the country and the
Latin American countries where
these bananas are grown. One of
the areas of shared interest is the
love of a parade with its sounds of
the big brass band, and the sight of
flags flying high, floats carrying
beautiful girls, snappy drill terms
dung intricate maneuvers.
The float committee has announced that Mr. Paul Stalls of Clarksville, Tennessee wil build the floats
for the 1968 parade. Mr. Stalls has
supervised the building of floats in
numerous parades including the
ones held at Strawberry Festival
time in Humboldt, Tennessee.
The residents and merchants of
the twin cities of Fulton, Kentucky
and South Fulton, Tennessee are
enthusiastically supporting the efforts of the committees to make
this event of the Sensational Sixth
International Banana Festival the
"Parade of the Year", anywhere,
any time.
Responses from marching bands
to invitations sent early this year
have been enthusiastic. Many new

Drug Store, Clinic
Burned At Union City
A $100,000 Sunday-morning fire
at Union City virtually destroyed
a doctor's clinic and drug store on
Reelfoot Avenue. The five doctors
who shared the clinic will continue
their practice at Obion County General hospital.
The doctors involved include Drs.
Avery, Robert Latimer, Harold
Butler, Robert Glendenin and William Ginn.
Patient records were saved and
transferred to the hospital. Files
and accounts of the drug s3ore
were also saved.

Club Hosting
State Meeting
The Western Kentucky Coin Club
will host the Eighth Annual State
Coin Convention August 10-11, 1968
at the Jaycee Civic Center in Paducah, Kentucky.
There will be over forty dealers
from all parts of the country to
buy, sell and trade. Many interesting and unusual exhibits are entered in the competition for trophies.
A special display of Civil War
Money and Colonial Coins and Currency Courtesy of the Chase Manhattan Bank and The Paducah Bank
and Trust Company will be featured
at the show.
DING, DONGI
Most Obion County schools will
register Friday morning August 16,
and buses will operate that day,
Supt. Parr stated this week. All
classes will begin on Monday, August 19.
?MTN ON TRAINING
Some 3,000 Kentuckians.—mensbees of the State's 100th Divisi011.—
are at Ft. Jackson, South Carolina
this week and next on annual active
duty training.

bands will join the ranks of those
who make the Festival Parade a
must each year. Acceptances have
already been received from the
following bands:
Todd Co. Central High School,
Elkton, Kentucky; Lyon Co. High
School, Eddyville, Kentucky; Glasgow High School "Scottie Band,"
Glasgow, Kentucky; Lone Oak
High School, Lone Oak, Kentucky;
Alamo High School, Alamo, Tennessee.
Also Stewart County High School,
Dover, Tennessee; Dyersburg High
School, Dyersburg, Tennessee;
Southside High School, Jackson,
Tennessee; Martin High School,
Martin, Tennessee.
Also McKenzie High School, McKenzie, Tennessee; Milan High
School, Milan, Tennessee; Grove
High School, Paris, Tennessee;
Lake Co. High School, Tiptonville,
Tennessee; Lake Co. Junior High
School, Ridgely, Tennessee; Chaffee High School, Chaffee, Missouri;
Muhlenberg Central High School,
Powderly, Kentucky; Benton High
School, Benton Ky.
MARCHING UNITS
Juniorettes, Paducah, Kentucky;
Julienne's Majorettes, East Gary,
Indiana; New Chicago Majorettes,
East Gary, Indiana; Lake County
Marching Baton Group, Tiptonvible,
Tennessee.

crease was due to the Obion Ownty sales tax and increase in funds
due to the special census report.
The remaining $80,000 increase was
credited by the auditor to "control
by machine and management."
Nichols also commented on the
fact that unpaid accounts 90 days
and older totalled $610.43 this year
as compared to $1716.00 in the 1967
audit.
The report stated that the Commission and new City manager
have again increased the cash position of South Fulton by $18,602.86,
compared to the previous year of
$12,676.45. Also South Fulton has
taken the important step forward
and improved the position of the
city in comparison to others by engineer-planned program concerning
water and sewage and street and
curbing improvement, all of which
will attract industry, he said.
After going over the audit report
with the Commission, Mr. Nichols
closed the report by saying "South
Fulton is now my sprite, and I tell
officials of other cities to come see
how your system works." He told
them that several officials of West
Tennessee towns plan to visit here
and see the new office procedures
which are now in use at South Fulton.

Rev. Hanna
Accepts A Call
At Radcliff,Ky.

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
August 7:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Danny Hales, Mac Ryan, Fulton;
Tunny Overby, Mrs. Larry Connell,
Mrs. Lanna Hutchens, Carolyn
Weaks, Mrs. Taylor McKinney,
Mrs. Willie Matthews, Jones Dickcrane, South Fulton; Mrs. Willard
Cook, Route 3, Fulton; Danny Mullins, Mrs. Lawrence Britt, Mrs.
Hamp Williams, Wirrgo; J. D.
Stunson. Hickman; Mrs. J. D.
Campbell, Route 3, Clinton; Mrs.
Loyd Mansfield, Route 3, Martin;
Mrs. Fayne Crass, Water Valley.

Rev. Henry M. H•MIMS
At a called meeting of the official board of the First Christian
Church last Friday night, August
2, the resignation of Rev. Henry M.
Hanna, pastor of the church, was
regretfully accepted. Rev. Hanna
has accepted a call to the ministry
of the Disciples of Christ Christian
Church of Radcliff, Kentucky, and
his resignation is effective October
13.
Rev. Hanna has served as minister of First Christian Church since
November 1, 1964, coming here
from a five and one-half year term
as associate minister of the First
Christian Church, Maysville, Kentucky. Prior to that he served for
three years as student minister of
the Pond Christian Church, Richmond, Kentucky.
The Disciples of Christ Christian
Church in Radcliff is a six-monthsold-congregation, and Rev. Hanna
will serve as its first fulltime minister. The Radcliff community, adjacent to the southern boundary of
Fort Knox, is in a rapidly growing
and developing residential area.
A graduate of the Eminence,
Kentucky High School and of Transylvania College, Lexington, Kentucky, Rev. Hanna received his
Bachelor of Divinity degree from
Lexington Theological Seminary.
He is married to the former Joann
Lancaster of Cave City, Kentucky.
The Hennas will move to Radcliff on October 14.

FULTON HOSPITAL
Howard House, Mrs. Louella
Barclay, Mrs. Carboline Bolin,
Mrs. Samantha Collins, Miss Jen
Ray Browder, Harry George,
Hardy Sanders, Mrs. Veloris Stat.lies, Mrs. J. N. Wooten, Mrs. Margaret Conley, G. G. Bond, Mrs.
Lola Howard, Mrs. Fondeky Kemp,
Fulton; Mrs. Dora Kibbler, Mrs.
Carmen Moss, Corinne Douglas,
Miss Lauella Ray, South Fulton;
Mrs. Bernice Shelton, Route 1,
Fulton; Mrs. Janice Parks and
baby, Route 3, Fulton; Clarence
Johns, Mrs. Franklin Dalton and
baby, Route 5, Fulton; Leon Grissom, Miss Docie Jones, Mrs. Myrtle
Fickle, Route 1, Whigo; Jerry Lacewell, Route 3, Mingo; W. D. Hackett, Cayce; Mrs. Carmel] Ingram,
Mrs. Maxie O'Neal, Route 1, Clinton; Willie Cavender, Dukedom;
Mrs. Glenda Watts, Palmereville;
Mrs. Vickie Wheeler and baby,
Route 1, Tilayfleid; Mrs. Lorene
Thomas, Water Valley; Frank
Menosean, J. M. Lafoon, Route 2,
YATES, SMITH WIN
Water Valley; Mrs. Jessie Sisson
and baby, Bruceton, Tenn.; John
Mike Yates end Becky Smith have
Napier, Union City; Mrs. Evie Tay- won the Twin Cities tennis
singles
lor, Herbert Taylor, Route 3, Mar- championships for 1966 in their
retin,
spective divisions.

Dr. Homra Named Chairman Of
Psychology Department At MN'
Dr Charles A. Howe was named
by the Murray State University
board of regents Friday (Aug. 2)
as chairman of the Deportment of
Psychology.
He had served as acting *airman since the effective date of Or,
Frank Kodmam's resignatioa July
1. Dr. Home, whose training ie hi
school psychology, has been at Murray State since 1998.
A native of Covington, Tenn., Or.
Homra earned the B. S. degree at
Memphis State University and the
H. A. degree at Murray State. Af-

ter teaching two years at Murray
State, he went to Florida State University in 1903 where he earned the
Ph. D. degree.
A Navy veteran, Dr. Matra also
taught two years at Ritispely
School to Ridesiy, Them He bee
served as ameidtant to the Hurray,
Catboat' Comity Illimed Had*
Center end to Outlived Mate Hospital and School near Dawes,
BMW
He god his wife, Shirley, whole
borne is Fulton, are the parnMe Of
two childrem, Mark, 10, and Leslie
Ann, 3
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WORTH WHILE
It is easy enough to be pleasant
When life flows by like a song,
But the man worth while is one who will smile
When everything goes dead wrong.
For the test of the heart is trouble,
And it always comes with the years,
And the smile that is worth the praises of earth
Is the smile that shines through tears.

Pollster Gallup Finds American Voters Ready
For A Lot Of Reforms For Electing President
Dr. George Gallup has been inter-..
viewed by the editors of the magazine
U. S. News & World Report,on his estimate of the 1968 national election.
Gallup has been polling the public on
every conceivable issue for a generation, and he believes his techniques of
finding out exactly what people think
ere about as good as can be achieved.
In the interview Gallup was asked
if he sees any evidence of what the.
American people really want to vote
for—he had already listed the things;
they want to vote against.
"Yes," he said. "They would like.
to vote for a whole series of reforms in,
the electoral process.
"People are beginning to recognize
that the machinery of government
needs to be updated, especially the procedures for selecting and electing presidents. Our polls show the public
A member ef the Kentudry Press Amschel=
Seemed - elms peals= Paid it Nihon. KT- inn
immune of various weekly papers In Pelt= the
first of which was feuntled he MIL
Published Every Thursday ef The Year
et 311 Commercial Ave. Pullen, Ky. 41611
Voted sow ef Ksesluelty's 'West Al/ Around"
Weekly Papers.
Address all mall (subscriptions. theme Si ad.
throes. Perms 3.71) te Put OfRes Box 187 Nolte's,
Kentucky, 42141.
Subscription Rates: $2.811 per year in Putters,
likkasem, Graves Cautelles, Ky., and Olden and
Moakley Counties, Tenn. IlsevAlere threutheut
the United States $4.111 per year.
Kestuaky Subeatbers must odd 5% Sales Tax.
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Modest Witness
Scene: a court of law.
Situation: a man is on, trial for
making an obscene telephone call
to a young woman.
Problem: must the young woman,
when she takes the witness stand,
repeat—word for word—what she
was told on the telephone?
It can be embarrassing indeed. As
one judge put it, she might have to
say words "that any refined girl
would blush to repeat to her most
intimate friends."
Yet, the problem of modesty
cannot be avoided if justice is to
be done. In a case of criminal assault. the woman may be asked to
describe what happened. In a case
of accidental injury, a woman may

apart.her
be asked to re
body not ordinarily exposed to
public view.
Generally speaking, the law tries
to respect a woman's modesty—not
as a matter of gallantry but as a
matter of encouraging women to
take the witness stand in the first
place.
They will "testify with less reluctance," a court noted, "if relieved from the inhibitions imposed
by the presence of a curiosity impelled audience."
How can the modest witness be
protected? The most common
method is to clear the courtroom
while she is giving the embarrassing
testimony. Another method, in case
of bodily injury, is to have a doctor
testify to the details—if necessary,
with the aid of photographs.
A third possibility, when obscene
language is involved, is to let the
woman write the words down instead of speaking them out loud.
Unhappily, none of these methods is a perfect solution to the
modesty problem. Clearing the
courtroom raises questions of
whether the accused person is getting the "public trial" guaranteed
to him by the Constitution. Testimony by a doctor is useful in only
a limited clams of cases.
As for writing words down, that
reduces the jury's ability to discern
=ether or not the witness is telling
the truth.
Because of these conflicting considerations, the law has usually
avoided laying down any hard-andfast rules. Instead, the trial judge is
given broad discretion. After all, he
is in the best position to decide
which procedure, under the particular circumstances, makes the
most sense.

die
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"were k left to me to decide whether we should have a armament without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate to prefer
—THOMAS JICFPERSON
the latter."

s,

Awes

• favors a whole series of reforms that
would change virtually every step and
stage of the business of getting elected.
"The people would perfer," Gallup continued,"a nationwide primary to
the present setup. For many years they
have favored doing away with the
Electoral College.
"They are for a shorter campaign,
for more serious and shorter conventions. They would put an absolute top
on campaign spending by any candidate or any party. They would give
each candidate five or six half-hour
broadcast periods to present his case—
pt which time everything else would
be ruled off the air. They would move
up the election time date so the victor
would have more time to prepare for
taking over the job."
His conclusion: "The Americ'an
people, our polls show, have been in
favor of all these reforms for many,
many years. They are far, far ahead of
the parties and the politicians."
Politicians, political scientists,
polltakers and newsman alike are in
agreement that the American people
are in a more confused, discontented—
Dr. Gallup called it "volatile"—mood
about the coming election than any
other in modern times. Gallup has
probably pointed up the reason. They
have progressed so far beyond the men
who run their governments, in their
hope for a better life and a better
America, that they feel no enthusiasm
for the old parties and very little faith
in the old politics.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

Controlling perspiration odor NOP
be a real problem tor some, especially when nervous and tense.
For effective control of body odor,
one must keep clean, remove the
hair from under the arms, and use
a perspiration check or deodorant
An anteperseirant will check bdth
perspiration and odor. A deodorant
checks odor only. Mere are many
types on the market, and one may
have to try several kinds of checks
before finding one that will control
perspiration.
A good inexpensive check can be
made as follows: Make a 20 percent solution by (dissolving 3 tea1
2
spoons of aluminum chloride in /
cup water. Dampen area under
arms after bathing. Let dry before
putting on clothing. Do not use
within 24 hours after removing hair
under the arms. This can be 'made
stronger or weaker according to
need.
Mrs. Catherine C. nominal

size. An uninteresdng room mine
oomph with an musual pattern.
You can happily live with (Amboyant patterns in dining area. end
bathrooms which are used for short
periods of time. Keep in mind the
walls in adjoining rooms end plan
odors and patterns that go together
or you will make yoursek dizzy.
Scenic paper makes an area more
spacious because the eye is drawn
Into the background. Papered
panels edged with wood or ribbon
molding may be just the trick to
freshen up a room, and do consider
a black and white pattern for extra
snap.
—Mrs. Juanita Amon=
It's easy to have a wardrobe ad
brightly-colored footway by tine
ing inexpensive eneaken. Follow
the instructions on the package,
but remember that no fabric will
take color evenly mien absolutely
clean. Scrub and rinse the sneakers thoroughly before applying dye.
Even a brand new pair must be
washed to remove the factory finish. Girls, this is an Inexpensive
way to Perk up your old sneaker
wardrobe.
— Mrs. Dean Roper

If grease stabs show up after
waskond-wear garments are washed, it meads May weren't pretreated. Pretreat greese stains on washand-wear sad pernranect press garmen= with a liquid heavy duty deImportance of Personality—There
tergent. Rub the detergent into Use
dampened spot and soak a few was a time when people thought
minutes before washing. Garments personality was something you
made from the polyester fabric were born with. You either had it
have an affinity for grease. Pre- or you didn't. Modern psychology
treat Use neckline which will col- has taught us that an personality
lect oils from the body. Remember traits can be acquired or developthat you need to wash these fab- ed.
Studies have been made that inrics often.
dicate that personaHty la one of
—Mrs. Barletta Weather
the most potent fetters, in predictA mulch works like a silent gar- ing the success in life today.
Personality is founded on quail'
dener Wiping to stabilize soil temperature, bold moisture, and pre- ties or character, intelligence, pervent growth of weeds around trees, soiled appearance, manners, initiaand shrubs, in flower beds, and tive, adaptability, decision, pervegetable gardens say USDA her- serverance, health, tact, voice and
expression.
ticukure experts.
—Miss Irma Hamilton
You may use an organic mule
such es straw, sawdust, tan bark,
Mooring new furnishings for
and pine bark, or an inorganic
mulch suds as gravel or black plan your bowie? Whether you am choostic film about 4 millemeters thick. ing one piece Or many there are
Don't use clear plastics like treat- three simple gukkiiner tit &lbw la
er bag, by themselves for the sun making a wise seleetioe.
1. Dom the object tulle the par
light penetrates and allows the
pose you hen phoned (or it?
weeds to germinate and grow.
2. Is it well anode and is the ma—Mrs. Maxine Griffin
terial used appropriate?
3. Ti it attractive? An attractive
Are condoned and riaported
should look like Chat It is
milks the same type of product? object
and
not like soonstetng else.
No. Evaportsd milk is prepared by
—Mre. Mildred Potts
removing stout 40 percent of the
water from fresh milk. When mixed with ea equal volume of water,
Visitors To Zoo
its nutritive Oahe Is about the same
as the milk from width it was
I
To Wolk las Cages
made. Sweetened canniest milk,
MELBOURNE — The WW1*
'.64th contain, about 40 percent
Melbourne tos is song te puti
anger, his about hell the water reits winters late "moss." Animoved.
mals will be allowed to roam
—Mies nitride Elwyn
free in spacious quarters; Ipso..
More will me aapdoat galleries
Solve your decorating problem
and eniesed bridges ler Mewwith waitron% Ilek odors Mat you
ing. Other plans Include a maklike to We with end bear he mind
duo* aviary.
that 'sot cams make s room
larger while dark odors shrink its

It is easy enough to be prudent
When nothing tempts you to stray,
When without or within no voice of sin
Is luring your soul away;
But it's only a negative virtue
Until it is tried by fire,
And the life that is worth the honor on earth
Is the one that resists desire.
By the cynic, the sad, the fallen,
Who had no strength for the strife,
The world's highway is cumbered today;
They make up the sum of life.
But the virtue that conquers passion,
And the sorrow that hides in a smile,
It is these that are worth the homage on earth
For we find them but once in a while.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
0000111110Mmimmh
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FULTON'S

IL

MUCOrtIllerr
By Brendle Rowlett

THE PROVINCE AND PUR- effects is loaded into the borrowed
POSE of the Public Library is to van. The Thompson family is leavprovide for every person the edu- ing the Jungle, a tumble-down discation obtainable through reading- trict of alleyways and dilapidated
In BECOMING something rather houses in a city of northern Engthan in HAVING something, in a land.
WHERE TOMORROW, by Bob
inward condition of the mind and
spirit, not in an outward set of cir- Young. On the day her junior year
ended, Bunny Taylor made a cruccumstances.
ial decision: School was not for her.
Junior books:
MELT, by Virginia Hamilton. At seventeen, she'd be better off
To Greeder Perry, eleven years getting a job than going back for
old and free for the Stet time to- another year of boredom and failmake her summer on the brm- ure. The first job was fun, and
something special, Zeely is the em- Bunny loved the status and the
bodiment of dreams. One day Geed: Money—until the day the axe fell
er finds a remarkable phOtograpit and, bitter and depressed, she was
in a old enaguine—e portrait oft without work and without direction.
Watutsi
s loons Jost like- VERONICA GANZ, by Marilyn
Zeatt4.,Milifife*M0* that Settle Veronica had a good idea
the regal Zeely must be a queen- who had been throwing her coat off
too, and, swept up in her fantasies.. the hook and putting tacks on her
she tells all the children.
seat—the same kid who was torTHE GHOST FRONT, by Frank- menting her with those maddening
Bonham. On December 16, 1944, jingles: Peter Wedemeyer. Peter
Hitler's Army broke through Me- had been asking for it. He was new
dlin line of American defense pro- in the class, and every new kid,
vided by the 106th Division on the- sooner or later, had to be educated.
Ardennes Mountains. The Battle of If she didn't defend herself, who
the Bulge had begun. Suddenly,. would? Not her younger brother
Tom and Andy found themselves and sister; certainly not her steppart, not of a victorious army, but father, or even Mama.
of an army whose tines had been
IVANOV SEVEN, by Elizabeth
broken, whose communications had Janevisy. Long, long ago, there
been all but destroyed.
lived, young man named Stepan
THE CONTENDER, by Robert Mgalobliabvili. This highly inquisiLipsyte. There were three flights tive lad spent his youth tending his
of dark, rickety stairs up to Don- mother's vineyards on the slopes of
atelli's Gym, a Harlem boxing the beautiful Caucasus Mouetains
dub where champions had trained. in Georgia—until the day a strange
Most of the boys, black end white, looking man marched up the road
came up those stairs in the day- and led him away to the army of
time and with friends. But Alfred his Imperial Majesty, the Czar of
Brooks, a seventeen-year-oki high all the Russiss!
school drop-out, climbed them at
THE KIDNAPERS UPSTAIRS,
night, alone and running scared.
by Eileen Rosenbauen. Because he
GOOD-BYE TO THE JUNGLE, was short, fat and hey, Webster
by John Rowe Townsend. "Good- considered himself an unlikely canbye to the Jun*!" sings Harold dictre for an espionage agent. In
to the tune of "Tipperary," as the addition to this, his idea of an excitpoor lot of furniture and household ing August was not spending it

with his grandmother, a crusty
lady who complained of strange
midnight noises in dm apartment
above theirs.
'PAULINE, by Margaret Storey.
"I don't want you to argue, Pauline. I want you to =ten," summed up the trouble with Uncle Harry. No matter how unreasonable his
ideas might be, he expected his
children to agree politely and do as
be said. But when he tried to select
Pauline's friends for her too, be
touched off a crisis that was enormously difficult for both of them.
THE YOUNG UNICORNS, by
Madeleine L'engle. This ia a novel
of suspense set in New York City's
Upper West Side near a great
cathedral, where much of the soHon takes place. The large cast of
characters includes the Austin family and Canon 'Dallis (Wreath' well
known to L'eogle Jana), but the
most important are Emily Gregory
and Josiah (Dave) Davidson.

Letters To Editor
July 22, 1966
Mr. R. Paul Westphding
Mrs. Johanna Westpheling
Publisher, Editor
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling:
The Kentucky Clipping Service
has sent me sweet news items
from your Paper in regard to the
Kentucky Youth Conference.
I want to thank you very much
for helping us work toward another
successful conference Without your
help, and individuals in similar
leadership positions, our efforts
would be more difficult.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dick Hite
Public Relations
Director

lenturkeg 0edeian educational
television system, which has been
under construction for a year, will
open on schedule with the public
school this fail.
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With JIM PRYOR
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DON'T PUT IT OFF
TOO LONG
it is time for us to bath **big about a pasture pow= for
fall, provided of course you am
a livestock raiser mad molt
farmers have some at least. A
mature is like maw other thfags
today — much time is involved
In planning and getting ready Sir
the actual menthe- irmi
wait until the day to sew a pasture and then erodeeed with tile
operations.
A good pasture program
very expensive today and there
should not be a single slip in
getting everything reedy. Alter
the field has been selected. be
sure to have the soil tested by
some good soils laboratory ant
ask for a complete asidyns of
needs for the kind Si pesters you
plan to sow. You should data
follow these recononeadations
and not overlook anything that
is reconuneaded. Be sure that
agricultural limestone is added
B. mouth to advance in order
that It wil become available by
the time it will be needed by
the small plants that will be
there to me It.
Proper seed variety and selections are important phis correct
amounts to sow per acre. All
these things count slot today —
and more so than ever before due
to Increased costs.
It has always been my experience that the very best soil
bed preparation is the safest
and west. Some feel that this
can be overdone but that is very
doubtful
Of course moisture and rata.
fall is vital for a successful pmhire program. We are not always
sure in the fell if we will have
moisture when we need it and
due to that fact we must prepare ourselves for even the
worst. With proper seed bed preparation and with the idea in
mind of preserving all moisture
possible that is present, an aL
most ere job cm be accomplished.
Then following prmhation of
all small grass and legume seed
sown it becomes necessary to
protect them from all Insects
that attack mall. immature
plena This es. ImpAbsce with
proper use Si insecticides and
herbicides on the market.
DID YOU KNOW?
The ride at which agriculture
has progressed to See United
States is one Si the most significant dewelopmints Si modern
times. Per-core yield Si eighties
leading find mope,(or example.
is up seveaty-one per cent knee
tweedy yews . It rem almost
forty per est butwe.. 1144 and
MM. tmw lids same Period.
corn yields rose erten thirty-two
point eight bushels to fifty-one
point five bushels per acre . . .
mad wheat, from seventeen point
seven to twenty-one point three
bushels. Cotton yields iiimeed
from abed three hundred pounds
per acre to four hundred and
sixty-five pounds. . . peanuts,
from six hundred and seventyeight to almost eleven hundred
pound', and rice, from about
twenty.ons hundred to more than
thhirthres Modred pounds per
sere..Tbis idliakisey-maim passible an abindence Si food and
fiber . . . contributing hismendousbf to ow high standard Si

The First Methodist Church was the scene of a wedding of beauty and simplicity Friday morning when
Wilma Jean Harris, niece of Mr. and Mrs. James Ray
Graham, became the bride of Charles Andrews Browder, son of Mrs. Opal Browder. Rev. W.E. Mischke read
the
single ring ceremony. Miss Rose Marie Nall, of MayAugust 6, 1948
field, cousin of the bride, served as niaid of honor. Paul
"Aint a darn thing in there worth a dime," the sou- Nanney attended Mr. Browder as best man; Joe Trees
venir seeker remarked, and that just about sums up the and Morgan Omar were ushers. Following an extended
extent of the disastrous fire that gutted Baldridge's motor trip, the young couple will make their home in
Ten Cent Store in an early morning out-break Tuesday. Fulton.
The fire is believed to have started from an electric moMrs. Myrtle Kuykendall has announced the marritor in a refrigerator, located on the first floor in the
front of the building. The fire, which caused an estimat- age of her daughter, Crystal, to Carthal Brundige, son
ed damage of $75,000, destroyed a Fulton landmark of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Brundige of Latham, Tenn, The
that was a "new building" several years before the turn marriage was solemnized May 15 at Corinth, Miss. The
of the century. The building, the oldest in Fulton they only attendants were Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Carney. Mr.
say, was owned by Mr. Baldridge. Stock, fixtures and and Mrs. Brundige will make their home in Fulton.
building were covered by insurance to the extent of the
Miss Ann Godfrey was hostess Thursdey night to ,
damage,reliable sources informed The News.
her bridge club at her home on Jefferson Street. Two
Enl Sensing, for more than a year news editor and tables of regular members enjoyed the evening of concolumnist for the Fulton Leader, has terminated his ser- tract Miss Katherine Taylor was high scorer and Mrs.
vices with that paper. He has indicated that he might Joe Trees low.
leave the city to seek journalistic employment.
Chestnut Glade: Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
J.
B.
Watts on the birth of a daughter, who has been
Miss Louise Bibbs, home economist of the Kentucky Utilitier, will be in Fulton next Wednesday to con- given the name Jackie Hardy.
duct a cooking school, beginning at 2 p. m., in the FulWest State Line: Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moose anton High School gymnasium.
nounce the wedding of their daughter, Martha, of Union
Squirrel hunters may take to the woods on AugUst City to N. B. Robertson, also of Union City. Martha is a
20 this year, five days later than the opening of the sea- graduate of the 1948 class of Cayce High School and is
son last year. The season will be open August 20 and now employed in Union City. The wedding will take
place on August 21st.
close on November 5.
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Hoodenpyle- Andrews Nuptials Are Moore-Davis°
Solemnized At Methodist Church Wedding h
Announced

Announ:meat is made today of
the marriage at Mrs. Mildred
Moore said A. M. Davis.
The doubieeteg eiremony was
performed In the parlor of First
Baptist Churcb Thursday, Aug.
1, with the Rev. George Comes
officiadng in the perm* of the
immediate families.
Mrs. Johnny Jones, daughter
Vi the bride, served as matron
of honor, and Warren Davis was
his father's best man.
After a short wedding trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Davis will be
home at 704 West Highland
Drive, Fulton.
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Mr. and

Mrs. Phillip Andrews

Miss Judith Hoodenpyle and Phillip L. Andrews
exchanged nuptial vows in a beautiful double ring ceremony at three o'clock in the afternoon on July 28 in the
First United Methodist Church. The Rev. George K.
Comes, pastor of the church, officiated.
The bride is the only daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Eugene Hoodenpyle and the groom's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews, all of Fulton.
An impressive atmosphere of
revealed's 'wad oreated for.- the
sacred ceremony by the beautifully
decorated church. The choir loft
was centered with a fan-shaped
candelabra. Below the candelabra
was a single arrangement of gladioli. On each aide of the altar stood
two majestic spiral candelabra and
cherubims that held arrangements
of fern bails. Many stands of threebranched candelabra were arranged
in laurel, emerald and Jade greenery at the altar rail. The cathedral
tapers created a soft glow throughout the church.
The pews reserved for the immediate families and intimate
friends were marked with satin
bowl of svhite, each centered with
a large pekoe satin rose.
Preceding the ceremony, John
Reed, organist, presented a program of nuptial music.
Preceding the seating Of the
bride's mother and the grdom's
mother, Vyron Mitchell, tenor, sang
"Whither Thou Goest". His selection before the bridal party approached the altar was "One Hand,
One Heart" from the West Side
Story. Lobengrin's Bridal Chorus
by Wagner was used for the processional and "The Wedding
earth" by Mendelsohn for the recessional.
the radiant brunette bride, given
ia-marriege by her father, wore an
original gown of white slipper satin.
Lace
medallions
embroidered
formed the acallooed neckline. Seed
pearls formed the centers of each
medallion. The Wog chantilly lace
*Wye, ended in calla lily points
'wow her hands with satin cbvered
bone on the sleeves and down the
Isialt of the dress. The softly gathered skirt extended into a acalloped
chapel train. Each wallop bad a
'medallion of lace centered with
seed pearls. The atallope came to
a point in center front. Site wore a
full length mantilla of imported
Medea elaborately embroidered.
Seed pearls centered the flowers
attach outlined the entire mantilla.
Her bridal bouquet we, & cascade of Phalaenopele mad& centered with a single Cadtleys orchid.
White satin dreamers tel gracefully from the floral arrangement.
The bride chose as her maid ot
honor idles Mary Grant DeMyer.
Miss Dative wore a pollee Hasa
Ziheadt. The law* slim sieeveiess
them had a bias turn-over collar
with a tubular bow at the side of
the neck and a reeeped back,Pekoe
slippers and emit white gloves
complemented the dress. Her beadpiece was a smell pin box sad wee'
fashirmed of the material at the
dress.
Bridesmaids were Mee &Or
Hall,• Mee Jane Warren Aid Mrs.
Glades Wade Andrew.. Auger
bridesmaids were Mies Conde Andrews and Nit. Lyem Andrews,
young dens at de bride...ea.
They were idenlical Armes to
all earelsd
the meld of Weer.

nal

with tulle and satin streamers of
pekoe.
Mr. Andrews chose his brother,
Charles Wade Andrews, as his best
man. His groomsmen were Don
Campbell, David Pirtle, Jan Boa.
hart and Joe Hoodeopyie, brother
of the bride.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Hoodenpyle chose a seafoam green
Shanks dress. The roled collar
was accented with a bow and four
self-embroidered roses were on the
waist and skirt. Her accessories
were dyed to match her dress. She
wore a yellow cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Andrews chose a two-piece
beige linen dress accented with
raised embroidery. The neckline of
the dress was square. She wore
matching accessories in beige.
Mrs. Andrews also wore a yellow.
cymbidium orchid.
Mrs. Robert B. Watts, maternal
vancintother of die bride, wore a
costume suit of blue silk with a
lace yoke. Her accessories complemented her costume.
Mrs. Cbrnelius Eugene Hodenpyie, paternal grandmother of the
bride, wore a blue lace dress with
long sleeves. Her accessoriee were
of white. Both grandmothers wore
donsages of white carnations.
Following the wedding, the couple
left on a southern wedding trip to
New Orleans and Biloxi. The bride
wore a sky blue suit of dacron dotted swiss. The blouse was of white
with a double ruffle around the
neck and sleeves. Her accessories
were of white. She ware the orchid
from her bridal bouquet.
On their return, they will be it
home at Fulton, Route Five.

In a
r.andlelight ceremony, solem
ed At sever o'clock la the
evening. July 31, in the sanctuary of Union Cumberland
Presbyterian Church, west of
Fulton, Miss Mary Jackson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Jackson of Chicago. Ill., became
the bride of Stephen Sutler, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Sutton of
Fulton.
The Rev. James Moreland,
pastor of the church, performed
the double-ring ceremony.
A program of organ nuptial
music was presented by Mrs.
Cecil Burnette. Miss Patti
&um was vocalist.
Forming the setting for the
pledging of vows were brass
candleabra with lighted tapers
shedding a soft glow on the
wedding scene.
Twin arrangements M white
gladnra, white roses and acacia
flanked with greenery were
placed between the candelabra.
Miss Jackson entered the
sanctuary on her father's arm,
wearing a street-length. long
sleeved white lace dress over
white satin. Her elbow-length
bouffant veil was attached to
an attractive headpiece. The
bridea bouquet was of small
White da.s with lovdmots tied
In whits satin streamers.
Miss Cris Jackson served her
twin ester as maid of honor.
She were a light green lace
dress over light green sena.
Guy Sutton served his brother
as bast met
The mother of the groom
chose a pink decree dress for
Pier son's wedding. Mn. Jackson was unable to attend her
daughter's wedding because of
her mother's illness.
After the wedding, a reception was held in the social room
of the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Sutton will make
their home in Chicago where he
Is employed.

Wanda Samples Is
Named RECC Queen
Miss Wanda Samples, pretty daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Samples of Clinton Route 2, was chosen
"RECC Queen" last week at the
annual meeting of the HiCkalall-r1114011 Counties RECC in Hickman.
Wanda will represent the district
in the state REOC Queen contest
at the State Fair in Louisville later
this month.
1968 graduate o'f' Hickman County High School, Wanda wal enter
We University of Kentucky this
fall as • freshman. Earlier this
year she was chosen "Miss Hickman County."

Dinner Given Seven From Area
Are Attending
At Fulton
FULTON, Ky.,
The
Terrace Room el he Park Terrace Redeemed was the setting
July W. at the rehearsal dinner
for the meddles at Mies Judy
Hosedamyle and Philip Andews. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Andrews were hosts for the onThe bran were a slaw due
ead mem dale and a white
a gift et the bode, was
et her shedder.
carnage.nese *needing besides the
limmerear and the bests were: the
. ead Mrs. George Comes,
and Mesdames Vyrie
Seism lisedsegyie,
War Marra: Don
Iiinid Pirtle, Ladd
'Jobe; Mimeo
Grant DeMyer. Jane Was
SallyRiL Commie Andrews,
Amtssus. nod Joe Hoods*
.Tillet Medi _Am lestheri
llama Deo&

Youth Conference

Lacey T. Smith, Director of the
Kentucky Youth Conference on
Juvenile Delinquency, has announced the releetion of seven 'area students as delegates to the second
annual Kentucky Youth Conference
to be held August 9-11 at Eastern
Kentucky University.
Delegates are: Doris Alyne Bolin;
deuidger of Stra,. Cecil Bolin,
Mr. and Mrs. Zem C. Bondurant,
Ilkiesean; Jim Hamra, son of Mr.
and Mrs. David Homes. Donald
Hugh initas, spa;pf Mr.'
seal Mrs.
Hugh Logos 'Richman; Nan
Myers, daughter al Dr. and Mrs.
C. H. Myers; Riede Lynne Mixers,
daughter of Mr. ad Mrs. Jaime
Nabors; med Plidigary Reims=
of Mr. and Mrs.
y Roes.
The Kentucky Youth Cookrence,
Is designed be develop sped* propene themeilt is** yens people
eon help reduce *raft mime In
their Items cities and counties.
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Jackson-Sutton Wedding Solemnized
AtUnion Cumberland Church July 31
in a candlelight ceremony solemized at seven o'clock in the afternoon of July thirty-first, nineteen
hundred sixty-eight in the sanctuary of the Union Cumberland
Church, west of Fulton, Kentucky
Miss Mary Jackson, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Jackson of Chicago, Rlinois became the bride of
Mr. Stephen Sutton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. R. Sutton, Fulton, Kentucky.
The Reverend James Moreland,
pastor of the church performed the
double ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial organ music
was presented by Mrs. Cecil Burnett. The traditional wedding marches were used for the processional
and recessional. Miss Patti Hines
was the vocalist.
Farming the setting for the pledging of vows were brass candelabra
with lighted tapers shedding a soft
glow on the wedding scene. Twin
arrangements of white gloxinias,
white roses and acacia flanked with
greenery were placed between the

candelabra.
Miss Jackson entered the sanctuary on her father's arm wearing a
street length dress of white lace
with long sleeves over white satin.
Her elbow length bouffant veil was
attached to an attractive headpiece.
The bride's bouquet was of small,
white daisies with love knots tied
in white satin streamers.
Miss Cris Jackson served her twin
sister as maid of honor. She wore a
light green lace dress over light
green satin.
Mr. Guy Sutton served his brother as best man.
The mother of the groom chose a
pink dacron dress for her son's
wedding. Mrs. Jackson was unable
to attend her daughter's wedding
on account of the illness of her
mother.
After the wedding, a reception
was held in the social room of the
church for the bride and groom.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Sutton will
make their home in Chicago where
Mr. Sutton is employed.

Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Ray Kimbel

Belinda Kaye Newton,
Gayle Ray Kimbel
Repeat Wedding Vows

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Burrus Shaw

Sheila Kay DeMyer,
Stephen Burrus Shaw
Repeat Wedding Vows
The
wedding of Miss Sheila Kay DeMyer and Stephen Burrus Shaw
was solermazed in a candlelight
service Sunday, July 21, at First
Christian Church in Fulton. The
Rev. Henry Hanna performed
the double-ring ceremony at 830
In the evening.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. DeMyer of
Hickman, and the groom is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mill E.
Shaw Jr., also o( Hickman.
Wedding music was presented
by Joe Glenn Barnett, organist.
The vows were exchanged before an arch at the altar decorated with greenery and wedding
bells. The church was decorated with white gladioli and can
deters.
The bride, given in marriage
by her tether. Wore a white
street-length dress and carded
a white Bible and orchid, accented with bridal ribbons..
Miss tiency-ddlyer, obteroet
the bride, was maid at boner.
She wore a rose pink greetlength dress with rose pink accessories. Slie carried a pink

Carla Owens
Amore('On
Sixth Birthday
FULTON, K,y., Atm. — Cede
Owens, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Owens, Seed Fulton,
celebrated her dab birthday
with s party pt clity Park.
After the infte dad been opened. the MP NM "HWY
liktbday" ne,the beam blew
out the midis as the hethday
cake.
Refredmseets were, weed hi
de followtor Chdy *De*
Tang
Disae Farhat leddler Amidst
Melanie Lairds Llea Pais
Redetica Eddy, Died
well. IGll,flimemesk
CallY did am* Owego me(
Mn. Carl Olen;grandmother
el de geed
beam, end Mrs.
illimmer Wed.

hire

an*. TwEvot Dom.
ma

cymbidium orchid accented with
blue, pink, and yellow satin
streamers.
David Parker served the
groom as best man.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. DeMyer chose a pink
sheath dress with matching accessories. The mother of the
groom wore an Ice blue crepe
dress with matching accessories.
Both mothers wore white cymbidium orchids.
Following the ceremony, a
wedding dinner was held in the
Kentucky Room at the Derby
in Fulton. Barbara Lanus eeryed the wedding cake.
Those attending the wedding
were Mrs. Mary Shaw, grandmother of the groom; the bride's
grandmothers, Mrs. J. P. DeMyer and Mrs. Lormie Lampidn;
Mr. and Mrs. Mill E. Shaw Jr.;
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. DeMyer;
and Mrs. Henry Hanna.
Following the wedding dinner
the couple left for a waddles
trip to Kentucky Lake. They
are temporarily living with the
groom's parents and are planning to attend Murray State
University this fall.

Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wishing "Happy Birthday" to the fondering friends:
August 9: Mrs. Polly Beggs, Lee
Ann Reams, Jim Williams; August
10: John Hermon, Jr., DeWitt Matthews; August 11: Brenda Barker,
Larry Faulkner, David Earterwood,
Ruth SPeights, David Glynn Puckett, Mrs. Ruth Scott, Steve Waiker;
August 12: Virginia Overby; August 13: Marie Huebert; August 14:
Stephen Rogers; August 15: Allen
Cardwell, Otis Blade, Mrs. E. W.
Hart

Mr. and Mrs. Harold David
Newton of South Fulton are announcing the marriage of their
daughter, Belinda Kaye, to
Gayle Ray Kimbel, sou of Mr.
and Mrs. Garrett Gayle Kimbel
of South Fulton Rt, 2.
The double ring ceremony was
aerformed on Sunday, July 21,
at the South Fulton Baptist
Church. The Rev. Gerald L.
Stow, pastor of the church, officiated at the candlelight cere.
mony.
The program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. L. C.
Logan, organist.
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, wore a streetlength dress of white bonded
crepe with lace sleeves. Her
bouquet was a single white orchid with lace streamers.
Mrs. David Webb of Fulton
was the bride's only attendant.
Her street-length dress was of
pale blue organza, and she carried a bouquet of white came!ions with blue streamers.
Larry Dan !Umbel served his
brother as best man. Ushers
were Johnny Wilson and Terry
Finney, cousin of the groom.
David Jones Newton, brother of
the bride, was the acolyte.
The bride is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Jones
of Paducah and Mr. and Mrs.
E. B. Newton of South Fultca.
The groom's grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Williams led
Palmersville and the late Mr,
and Mrs. Will Kimbel of Weak
Icy County.
Following the ceremony, a reception was held in Fellowship
Hall. Assisting in serving were
Miss Amanda Faye Newton, sia

Fonda Adams Leaves
For Michigan Camp
Fonda Adams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert U. Adentei of
Route 4, Hickman, is attending a
two weeks camp at Camp Minawarms in Michigan. Fonda left by
plane from Paducah last Sunday tb
Muskegon, Michigan. Front there,
the trip was made by bus and train.
The trip was sponsored by the
State 4-H Leaders Council.

ter of the bride; Mrs. Larry
Kimbe I, sisteran-law of the
groom; Mrs. Raymond Adams,
aunt of the bride and Mrs. R. T.
Paschal, cousin of the bride.
Miss Castle Lou Bolin kept the
register.
Mr. and Mrs. Kimbel are bolt
graduates of South Fulton High
School, class of 1967. The bride
Is now employed at Betty's
Beauty Shop. The groom is hi
the U.S. Air Force. He is stationed at England AFB, Louisiana.
Out-of-town guests attending
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. James Sanders Jr., Andy and Eddie; Mr.
and Mrs. James Sanders Si. and
Pattie; Mr. said Mrs. J. T. J011491
aid Brenda and Mr.and Mrs. R.
W.' Jdnes, all of Paducah; Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Paschal, Marion,
Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Russell Finney, Martin; Mrs. Wilson Work.
man, Clinton, and Mr, and Mrs.
J. A, Vtillimo,

Pirtle - Farmer
Wedding Will Be
At Bride's Home
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
R. Pirtle will be the setting on Saturday, August 17, 1968, at three
o'clock in the afternoon, tor the
wedding of their daughter, Miss
Sally Ann Pirtle, and Stephen Alert
Farmer. The bridegroom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William 0. Farmer
of Marion.
Rev. Lowell B. Council of Coy,ington, Tennessee, will officiate at
the double ring ceremony.
A program of nuptial music will
be presented by organist John
Reed, cousin of the bride, of Fulton, and Rev. Einben Coburn,
vocalist, of Water Valley.
The bride will be given in marriage by her father.
Mrs. Philip Putnam, of Lexington, will serve as matron of honor.
The bridegroom chose his older
brother, Maurice Farmer, of Henderson, to attend him as best man.
A reception will be held, also in
the home of the bride's parents,
between the hours of her and fivethirty. All friends and relatives Are
invit-xl to attend the reception....

Carbie Lou Bolin Announces Her
Wedding Plans For September 1st
Miss Carbie Lou Bolin, daughter of Mrs. Cecil Bolin
and the late Mr. Bolin, has announced plans for her marriage to James Thomas Powers, son of Mr. and Mrs. E.
E. Powers of Hickman.
The First Methodist Church in Fulton will be pia
setting for the wedding on September 1, 1968, at three
o'clock in the afternoon. Rev. George Comes will officiate at the double ring ceremony.

A program of nuptial music will
be presented by John Reed, organist, and Mrs Gene Taylor, vocalist, of Frankfort, Ky.
The bride will be given In marriage by her uncle, Robert Lee
Bolin, of Clinton.
Doris Alyne Bolin, sister of the
HAMILTON IILICTID
bride, will serve as maid of honor
and bridesmaids will be Brenda
Milne Wienilten, Jr., of Mien
City dot leer and at lea sassigsk. McBride and Mee Mann, all of
Felton.
Jet the MA Singiedd Nelda nee
Steven Carl McDowell, of Pad*.
loot "lbsoodar end wilt be the mew ad,
will attend She brklegreoin as
aide Seamier keen Oblem, Weak*,
beet wean. Chsbeggsea vie IS 1N1
Lake, Cerro* and Hwy Conntles,
Nam Powers el Mao" broil',

of the groom, and Charles Walker
of Fulton. Serving as umbers will be
Clarks Mart Alien of Pollen and
James Kienenon Termer el lilt. Carmd, Mimic
Wag bearers will be Danny Pierce
and Webb kiwi,commie of the
bride, ad Omer Eld WM in Sue
Layme Metre, also a coned of the
beide.
A relegate will be bald In the
church dieing room hirnediately
job:nein the oorsonsi.
Be lowitstkomo ambling end, bat
relatives and trilled are invited to
silent

rin

Fulton, Ky.
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Lots of Alloys
Nickel is used in almost 3,000
alloys to improve strength,
toughness, corrosion resistance',
and high- and low-temperature
properties,

Bridal Parties
Are Given For
Sally Pirtle
FULTON, Mi.
)
Sally Am Pfrt whose wedding
to Revs Farmer will be sokimnised an Aug. 11, bas been honored meetly with tire parties.
A task lbs country home at
Mrs. Hermon WON was given
on July 21.
Co-hestesses were Mesdames
Virgil Arnett, Jonah Bannon,
BSI Rowlett, U. S. Copeland and
Voyd Hopkins,
The guests were received
Mrs. McKed.
line were Mtas,lrde, her mother, Mrs. Carl Pirtle, and Mrs.
intliam 0. Farmer, mother of
the bridegroom-elect.
The house was beautifully deo
orated for the occasion with gift
arrangements of summer flow-

Used Cars
111111 MIR us
Hen are a few of our
choke selections:
ion
ail on um
NMI IIMIE

— PONT1ACS —
66 CATALINA 4-deer Hardtop.
radio. Mew. power steer'
$UM.
ins, power brakes
64 CATALINA 44sor ,.den,
radio, heater, power steering, paw brakes, factory
$1315
air
64 PONTIAC • 2 AM 2 2 deer
hardtop, radio. Mohr, Power stewing, power brakes,
factory air, boast mats and
console. Priced to sill.
64 PONTIAC Tempest Custern,
4-deer sedan, VS engine,
radio, heater, WSW W. w.
tires. This is • local one
,
5
owner car.$11
63 PONTIAC BennovIlie telear
hardtop, radio, hooter power stooring, power brakes.
2135
Only
2-42 PONTIAC - 44;lecr sedan.
One Mug, me white, picking
choice
1615
PONTIAC
- Wier Chief, 460
door sedan,
PIS
99 PONTIAC Catellno-4-deer
.....
hardtop
$415
— PLYMOUTHS —
65 BELVEDERE II, 2-dr. hardtop, radio, heater, power
steering, automatic transmission, • nice one owner
...... _
car
$1495
45 SATALLIT11.—radie, heater,
bucket Ness, ••••00,
$14/5
spud
— OLDSMOBILE! —
IA JET STAR - 4-dr. sedan, IIradio, heater, power with
$12/5
fectorr air
— CHEVROLETS —
611 CHEVY II Nova, 2-dr. radio,
heater, 6-cyl., standard
transmission vary low mileage, like new
$11115
65 CHEVY Impala - 2-dr. hard$1750
top, solid red
64 CHEVY BelAir - 4-dr. sedan,
power steering, pow• r
brakes, automatic, blue and
$111/5
white
2-43 CHEV. Impalas - 2-deer
hard tops—one with 4 speed,
on. with automellic. Cone
by and make us an offer'
— FORDS —
et GALAXIE 5111 2-door hard
top, radio, heater, power
steering, power brakes automatic transmission solid
white ...... _ _ 11715
65 OALAXIII BM
--4418t;
.. sedan,
radio, heater, peens steering power brakes, automatic
transmission, factory air
$1415
65 FUTURA 2-door radio, heater, automatic transmission,
power itoorine, a local one
owner car
$IRS
64 FAIRLANE 5154-do.,- widen,
radio, heater, owlematic
transmission
_.... _ UN
— RAMBLER —
64 CLASSIC 660 - 6-cyl. 4-door
sedan
PPS, • reel
sharp little car for the price
55 OMC pick up—Vs gm $195.
DON'T DELAY .. . COME IN
TODAY
. WHERE 14011001'
WALKS AWAYI

Mag Mier Cs., bac.
West Stets Line
S. Fulton
!woes 471-2271
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'The tea table was covered
with an imparted lane de& over
pinLThe
1ãaewas.aarraignment of pink rases and
"wasp. Booked with ayetal bidders beetles lighted pith
candles. Al appointments were
crystal. The thisteseee alternately presided at the tea table.
The bride-elect wore a yellow
multi-cokeed voile shift, made
with a high roll neckline and
long sleeves. She was presented
a gift corsage ot while daisies.
Alternating at the guest register were Mrs. MorHs Farmer
and Mrs. Billie Pirtle.
Mrs, J. H. Wither-spook Mrs.
Charles Curtis, Mrs. J. R.
Powell Jr., and daughters, entertained with a luncheon at
Holiday Inn.
Ile table was beautifully arranged using a daisy theme. The
bride-elect's table was decorated
with a daisy covered wedding
bell with smaller daisy bells
Hanldng each side. Carrying out
the theme, the honoree was given a dairy corsage.
For her luncheon, the brideelect chose a blue and green
Linen skimmer.
Guests Included Miss Pirtle,
Mesdames Carl Phtle, David
Pirtle, Billy Reed Pirtle and
Miss Carolyn Allen, all of Fulton; Miss Joanne C,asioreo, Mayfield; Mrs. Phillip Shelton, Reno,
Nev.; Miss Twilla Adams, Farmington; Miss Kay Ruchtt and
Mrs. Larry Langford of Union
City; Misses Carol Clark, Susan
Cox, Marsha Mosgrove, Ann
Denell, Linda Memel, C•r Le
Oremewell, Maine Denning and
Mesdames David Hall and Perry
Howard, all of Murray.

Wedding Plans
- Miss
liULTON, Ky.
Juthilla Ann Oliver, daughter of
/44 MIR lilts. Brooks Oliver and
Deg* Lee Suiter will be married at 2 p.m. Sunday at South
Pullen Baptist Church.
The bride will be given in
marriage by her father.
Mrs. Phil Bennett of Lexington, will be matron of honor.
Other attendants will be Mrs.
Mac Barber and Mrs. Hollis
Sinter of Martin, Tenn., and
Miss Carolyn Colley of Fulton.
Hollla Suiter of Martin, brother of the groom, will serve as
best man. GrOD11181111e11 Will be
Joe and Larry Sutter of Murray,
cousins of the groom and Roger
Bynum of Martin.
Ushers will be Jim and Jerry
Oliver, brothers of the bride,
and Donald Crawford of Murray.
Miss Susan Suiter of Martin,
niece of the groom, will be flow.

Sally Pirtle
Feted With
Bridal Party
FULTON, Ky.
-Resdames Roy Latta, ChM? Williams, Porter Pillow, Nathan
Gossom and Gene Tibbs were
hostesses at a luncheon Saturday at one o'clock in the private
dining roam of Park Terrace,
honoring Miss Sally Pirtle, brideelect of Stephen Farmer.
The honoree wore a trousseau
model of lime green knit. She
was presented a corsage of

which trailed the length of the
table. Tiny brides holding place
cards marked the place of each
guest.
Guests were Miss Pirtle, her
mother, Ws. Carl Pirtle, Mesdames Seldom Reed, Joe Mac
Reed, Billy Pirtle, David Pirtle,

Kimbell Caln, Si Illerdett,
Torn Gennele. Jett Riley and
Kiss Caret Lather.

'FULTON THEATRE
NOW SHOWING —7- BIG DAYS!
Adults $1.50 — Children 50e

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
BEST DIRECTOR- MIKE NICHOLS

or girl and Randy Oliver of
Gleason, nephew of the bride,
will be ringbearer.
A reception will be held in
the Pettey:hip Hall of the
church immigliately following
the ceremony.

JOSEPH E. LEVINE
MIKE'NICHOLS— LAWRENCE TURMANpwwww,

This is
He's slink
worried about
his future.

Broadway Sports Center and
Gun Shop

THE BRADUATE LEDizamor,..aumsow

Broadway, South Fulton, Team

INN

EXQUISITELY SHEER

GIRLS' PANTIES

NMI

• Eider/on • 100% Cotton • Acetate Tricot
Tremendous Buy, Her favorite panties in prints,
solid pastels, or whit.. . some with lace trim or
double back Elastic waist and legs. Trim fit.

SEAMLESS

1V

REGULAR

•Sizes to 11...
Newest shades!

394

•Sheer and
beautiful!

tjk
c;\

Hard-to-detect irreg..

FOR

If/

INN

VALUES TO

For the
sure touch
of a decorator...

hly-Flow Merlon VINO Flat
Smart sew rotors, tas
right colors aro Joule
to cameo. in PolyPUY °desire vinyl
flat. Smooth may
painting.ilic
Wa
drying.

I

EICCIULNE
MIME CO.

1
21
lir Cerlaimere/

PAIRS
BOYS' 6-18
PERMANENT PRESS

SPORT SHIRTS
Fabulous Saving on Famous Make

BATH TOWELS

4724111

• SOLIDS • JACQUARDS • PRINTS

USED MS

Thick, Thirsty Cotton Terry

tar

63 BUICK Lotabris Nation Risen,
(site- owner)
42 T SIND, &deer itervitrir, air

COMPARE AT 5200

Varden Ford Sales
411-14111

VALUES TO 82.50
IF PERFECT

NEVER EVER
NEED IRONING

47
MORE Money -Saving WEEKEND -WONDERFUL VALUES!

HIRSCH'S BACK TO SCHOOL SALE

corm= mum THIS WEEK

passenger - factory elr,

FULTON

ri

SPECIALLY
PRICED

Lam Inoviiim.-Somattn.

it CtilliROLET Caprice Coupe, Full twam, air, black vinyl
reef, autumn geld
67 FAIRLANE 511111, 2-door hardtop, turquoise, cruisentatk, recite
66. CHIIVROLIT Cerveir--lare• 6-cyl, 3
speed in thotheer
(1 rinser)
66 CHEVROLIT 4-deer Impala, extra clean, full power,
air, furquaint, matt:Nem interior
IA FALCON Future, 4-door sedan, automatic, blue
and white
vinyl trier
MI FORD Rand, Wagon, local erre owner 'tense wagon with lac.
tory air and power, now lbws
65 FALCON Future, 4 deer sedan,
6-tribuiltr ant/wialk, we "ea
this one owner now and Its extra clean.
311,11/1 mils*
65 FORD LTD, full power and air, white wills black
vinyl roof
65 FORD F-111111 pickup, Weal one owner
64 FORD PAN cab and chassis VII, stick,
lens wheal ham
CHEVROLIIIT 11
/
2 ten with grain bed, hie 6
62 CHEVROLET, cab and chassis, 2 ten, big sie with
stick
64 CHEVROLET Von, red NOM, 48,300
wain
64 BUICK Wildcat 2-deer Hardtop, full power
and Air
64 PONTIAC Catalina Sedan
64 CHEVROLIT Chevell• 4-doer sedan,
beige,extra dean,local

MAYFRILD 1410HWAY

thlite earistions.
T66 color WNW of green and
Wt. wag =Tied out in the
table decennial. The table was
ORIPId WI** White linen cloth
tmd held as its central appointMeet a bride's candle an a base
of Ivy and lilies of the valley

615 Broadway
South Fulton, Teen.

CONVIENIIIINT CREDIT TURNS!

P.N.HIRSCH & CO.

8130 -

Mae- Thos.
$:30-8iFri.Sat.

OEM

0w,:.

ru41

•
NOM
7 sad

Fulton, Ky.
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U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

ERS

I.

PORK—Roelfool Honey Gold Pork —12-oz.

Sausage
Hams

PT
•

B

Reelfoot-42-oz.

SMOKED—Krey—Butt Half

lb. 69c
lb. 59c

U.S. Choice

REELFOOT - MOUSER. VALLEY SLICED

BACON

S WHOLE
For
dulls
o-Hit

LB.
Twin-Pak

GOLD DOLLAR 34-oz.

Potato Chips ea. 49c Mustard
Preserves
ea. 49c Listerine
STRAWBERRY-18-oz. Jar—Zestee

ay ay or

Reg. 15c Size

Assorted Flavors

5m.

o 1-

60 Count

MERIT

SUGAR
5
.........................

11/4LB LOAF 1
00

LB

jar 25c Candy Bars ea. 10c Drinks 6 pak, 49c
oni 79c Fig Bars 2lb. box 49c Paper Napkins ea. lric

14-oz. Bottle

BREAD

CRACKERS

23o

1 LB.BOX

LB. BAG

With additional
55.00 Purchase
excluding milk and tobaccos

SOUTHERN BELLE

VIENNA -SAUSAGE
4-0Z.
CAN$

U. S. Choice—Heel-Of-Round

U.S. Choice —Bone In

KREY SMOKED —

KAS

LB.

pkg. 49c Rib Steak
lb. 89c Roast
lb. 59c Rump Roast lb. 69c Pork Steak

u▪ nai

nye
11:1
1.1

U.S.CMICE

U. S. Choice

pkg. 49c Franks
lb. 49c Ham

SMOKED—Krey— Shank Half

ROUND
STEAK

Limit
1
Plea,
*

BLAIMPPER

e

ISTER .
51100:
.I REG
FOR MONTH'S FREE LIVING !

4-0Z. BOX

29e

LITTLE

.
.
:
MARGA
RINE.
GELATINE : $100.00 .
•
•
•: iii FREE MOSE
3-BOXES

29c

Morton—All Except Ham

J944.•

Jeruji. 3/

yeil

YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY ONE

*

*

5.10.

*

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4

Giant Sizo-13c Off

DINNERS
D4511ar—frox,
Gold
rV.
HOT SAUCE

A

No Obligation Register As Often As You Enter Our Store

12-0t. Size

39c JOY
.;4. vivi,•14
46c PlIZA SPINS
Como-4 Roll Pak.
King Size
1Qc TOILET TISSUE4taks. $1.00 DUZ
with _glass

39c INSTANT PET
Big Roll Singles
$1.39 Non TOWELS

LARGE—FIRM HEADS

19e iSHELLED-PEAS
NIA PE 3FOR
WATERMELONS 590 SWEET C

$1.49
ea. 394

FRESH

EACH

L 3.

BEST POTATO BUY IN TOWN—U.S. No. 1 WASHINGTON

••

, •Cir:r•

71

U. S.No.1 New Crop—Michigan

CELERY
Fancy — California Bartlett

PEARS

on 7;1z/woe?
111111111111111111.

LB.
BAG

-

GREEN — Bunch

BUTTER — Fresh- Shelled

Outstanding Quality Yellow

39t1s

ea. 23c ONIONS
lb. 69c ONIONS
10c BEANS
.3 lbs. 2k
Fresh--California 4 - Varieties
California-235 Siso -Juicy
California—White - Seedlass
ea. 10c PLUMS
lb 35c GRAPEFRUIT 51b. ba 5k LEMONS
dozens 29c

c,z5au,7%
It

490

SOUTH FULTON TENNESSEE

EVIJ AMES
SON
SUPER MARKET
AND

on X7:e41,t,e4

Mirror The Ceilings

WED FIIIIITIVIE
1111116111101111
Wing mein

sUllth.
I - Piste
MS
md
I • Plena living mew sulks,
blue
- IS
Seed Leeman, electric range as
$311
Refrigerator
Prigideire
Vifl
ReWhetter Refrigerator
an
bookcase bed frame
$15 and Rig
E- Illocfric ranges
$5
eelsen metres*
$35
Dixie pee ranee
$16.111
OK Mattress
$125.15
New GE Washer
$5.10
from
Divans
Odd
Vacuum Chien*r
ULM
$5 each
bed springs,
$15 and up
Refrigerators,
Linoleum rugs, regular, 71c
yard: vinyl, $1.15 yard, cushion

* mirror
ceiling
Of your closets; you'll be able to
see what's on the top shelves
without climbing up there.

1

Large Selection
Of

Four Counties Team
Together: Form New
I
Mental Health Center
The northwest Tennessee Mental Health Center, a newly

USED GAS

I

l

and

CTRIC STOVES
and

formed service for citizens of
Obion, Dyer, Weakley, and
Lake counties , will get underivay August.
Obion County Judge Dan McMinds said, "We hope to announce our staff within the
few weeks and begin °per ations immediately."

REFRIGERATORS • next

Seer, $2.25 yard

All Guaranteed

Funds for the center were
allocated this month by the
four county courts, and will
be matched by the state. Oh▪
ion County will bear the gre• atest share of the cost.
°Won allocated $22,250; DyCommercial Ave; Fallen
er, $2,950; Weekley, $2,500;
and Lake $957.

Como in and browse around; we
have lets of bargains net advertised'

ckaage raglan
Conpurf

WADE'S USED
Furniture Were
Fiona 472-3421
Fulton

ARV

me/11

A
Rama
FRIDAY

NIGHT SPECIAL

5 PM TO 9 PM
ALL THE FISH YOU CAN EAT

$1.19
Includes Hush puppies, old fashion white beans
crispy cole slaw.

Obion County allocated 85
cents per person based on the
1960 census, with the other
counties allocating 10 cent
per capita.
A full time medical staff
of a psychiatrist, psychologist, psychiatric social worker, and a stenographer vrill
spend one day each week in
Union cto, Dyersburg, Dresden, and Tiptonville. Services will be available to anyone
and fees will be based on the
patient's ability to pay. Headquarters will be inUnion City.
Judge McKinnis said, "We
felt that mental health services were not available to
average citizens in this area
and were greatly needed. Miss
Violet Crook, a retired health
nurse of Obion County has
been instrumental in getting
this program underway.

CELEBRATS
iott
AT z
RESTAURANT
U. S.51- North Fulton Mt L.knits
Amsesommammir

"At the state level, Dr. Nat.
Winston, state commissioner
of mental health, and Dr. James Druff of Western State

Hospital have advised us. The
state will benefit through this
health center of cutting down
on the number of admissions
and readmissions to Western
State Hospital. School children will be among those eligible for counseling by the
psychologist".
The center will be supervised by • board of directors
appointed by the four county
courts.
Gibson County declined to join
the project. Judge McKim's
said, "If Gibson County had
joined with Ua
they could
have had services in their
county one day a week. As
It is, only their out-patients
from Western State can participate.",
The only other project of this
type in Tennessee is a part
ime service In Jackson.

Everett Speaker

At Dedication
Rep. Robert A. Everett of Union
City will be the principalspeaker
at 10 a. m. Thursday gt4the dedication of a $953,571 training
building at the Memphis Nava)
Air Station at Millington.
The Naval Air Technical C0011111Uld will use the building for
applied aviation machinist's mate
training.
The building will be named for
Ralph E. Manning, an aviation
machinist's mate who died while
fighting a fire that heavily damaged the aircraft carrier Forrestal last year. The mother of Manning, Mrs. Helen Rosen or Atlanta, Ga., will be present for the
dedication otrennsw.

"Fire Pap Athletes,
1C Distance Ikon
Sign Track Giants

Fulton, Ky.
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(.4
44OPPER.

70r-€

NOW!EXTRA LONG LIFE
IN A HIGH SPEED MOWER

Five prep track men and a
junior college EradUate have sig-

ned track gouts with Murray
State, Coach Bill Cornell has
announced.
The five are sprinter Randy
Smith, Montego Bay, Jamaica;
hurdler Fred Olsen,Wayne, N.J.;
a n d middle-distance men Al
Hicks, Trenton, N.J., and Gregg
Fullerton, Elliot Lake, Canada
Gary Leighton, Binghamton,
N.Y., and John Glodo, Murphy&
boro, Ill.
Smith has best times of 9.8
in the 100-yard dash. 21.3 in tto
220, and 48.3 in the 440. He is
a grackate of North Western
Academy, Montego Bay.
Hicks won the SSO in the Philadelphia Meet of Champions in
1:52.4, the sixth-best haU mile
time by a prep rimer in the
country this year. He was New
Jersey indoor champion in the
quarter mile with 48.7, and has
a best mile time cf 4:17. His
coach at Trenton Central High
School was Murray alumnus Howard "Zip" Lindner.
Olsen bus best times at 14.3
in the high hurdles and 19 flat in
the lows. He is • graduate cl
Wayne Hills High School.
Fullartoo's best times have
been 1:54 in the halfialle, 4:24
In the mile, and 14:30 in the 3.
mile. He is a graduate of Elliot
Lake Secondary School.
Leighton, a graduate clBroone
Technical Community College,
won both the mile and two-mile
in the New York State Track
and Field Federation Meet this
year. His best times are 4:23.3
in the mile and 9:29 in the twomile.
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sum
between

Thur./

Mrs. B
AL

Steve N

NEW New idea
3-Point Hitch Mower
Short-coupled but long on performance. Two flywheels (one balanced, one counter-balanced) give

*

smooth, quiet cutting action. Cuts full 7-foot swath.
' Low cost optional hitch lets you learn up with hay
conditioner to save extra time. Cutter bar adjusts
to any position, from straight up to 30° below horizontal ----‘and to different tractor wheel widths.
• Low cost
• Quiet, smooth running
• Long life construction

Die,
WE

Host
Baby
Vacu
Flom

WA
Phone

Coach Cornell said the recruits
would bolster the Murray team
In the mickge-distance and distance runs where it was weakest last season, and that Smith
looked to be a suitable replacement for &Minim Jim Freeman, who was four times champion of the Ohio Valley Codetonne.

OPEN STOCK SOLID MAPLE liEDROOM FURNITURE
0040.111,4

Pictured here is the beautiful YoTTrowiv suite
Double Dresser
Poster
Chest
Chair Back Bed
Beg. Chest
Chest on Chest
Nig/at Stand

$1413.0C
•u=Ur'
$ 72.50
$104.50
$ 72.50
$104.50
$132.50
3 34.Sr

[SOLID
MAPLE
CUTTING
BOARDS
99c
.
int 01•2122.222,

SIT

IIIMKNO11■44111111,4

F-LEE• Dellmy
EASY Terms
Mae - 472-1511

All Cedar
CHESTS
Small
$27.50

High - Back
Fibre

IOCKEIS
L
$12.50

WADE F BNITU

5- Piece
DINETTE
SUITES

1.'315

*111111.41.11■114e11M

COMPANY

11110041111104NUMOCIIIIKNOINIK

"Trade Wilk Wade and Save"
114 LANZ STIELT
FUTON, HY.
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Wallace Won't Sweep State,
But Party Regulars Worried
SUNSET DRIVER
between Martin wad Unless City
ii

Timor-Fri-Sat., Aug. II, 9, 111
Doable Feeler*
Starts At Dusk
Herman's Hermits

Mrs. Brown. You've Got
A Lovely Daughter
and
Steve McQueen, An Matmlaret

Cincinnati Kid

m.7.3

5en.Men-Toes., atm 11, 12, 13
Doable Feature
Starts At Dusk
Joan Crawford

Berserk
sad
Tallulah Bantohead

a

Die, Die My Darling
WE WIT - 4:1

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FMK. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton,Ky.

2U

lucky and the mountains of
Eastern Kentocky.
Adding to the elusiveness of
the problm is the lock ot publicized leadership for Wallace.
Since he got his name an Kentucky's ballot last March under
the American Independent
Party label, little or nothing has
been heard about his organization or strategy.
Nobody with statewide status
has stepped forth on Wallace's
behalf or to claim control of his
election efforts.
Is there • well-organized underground movement for Wallace? Or is his mobilization a
fractionatized, localized, hit-andmiss affair?
The Wallace structure presumably rests largely an racial
discontent although the candidate himself disclaims the racist
designed*.
Yet, Wallace enthusiasts like
Combs emphasize there it no
iota of a racial issue in southeastern Kentucky. which Ins almost as Negroes.
Combs said the -issues are
stales rights, patriotism, Indio
ual initiative, law and order and
a disciplined educational system.
He said Wallace organizations
are beginning to form at Louisville. Leidngton, Paducalt and
Centurion.
"We're in the process of getting ready," he said. "Our organization is from the ground
roots, pure old Americanism."

Hew goes it fn Kentucky tor
George Wallace?
lb hear the devout followers
at the former Alabama governor
tel it. he it likely to sweep On
praidential 111100 In this stale.
Fee example, Hermon Cambs,
a hotel and garage operator at
Whiemburg, predicts m fewer
than II per cent of the votes In
November for him.
Probations& from both ma}or parties regard such an animate as poppycock, but they are
a bog way front dismissing Wally* as just a political nuisance.
, poring last weekend's state
Democratic convention, a number of party regulars predicted
freely though privately that Walper
lace might carry 15 to
emit—mad maybe more—of Kmtacky's presidential you
No one has enverged yet with
a poll, certahdy not a reliable
version, and the situation is
Odd and tricky to analyse.
But conventional politicians
are mildly disturbed. Two of the
distressing factors Oft their
minds:
—An undetermined number of
Wallace backers are working in
disguise for the Democrats and
Republicans. Will they ever our
face under their true cokes? If
so, when?
—If fravnentary reports from
the field can be believed, Wallace support has cropped up not
only in Western Kentucky, where
it was tilipected, but in the Cincloned suburbs of Northern Ken-

wrm

Colonial Charm with Modern Comforts
Moderato Rates from S5.50 up. Winner of
1de"UNUSUALIN 0000 YAM"hyard

tri=

SPECIAL FAMILY RATES
Ak illsailitienesi bows with TV. Fier Food
In Pamela Hitching Post Paniturent.
Nene ef the Prefessienel Athletes,
Laois 'emboli Cardinals,
Hockey Sem, Isthaboll Hawks
end many other attractions such as
Nee Oetsevey larch, Si. Louis Zoo
aml Ferest Park.

ST. LOUIS, mo
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Airman Robbie.
SAN ANTONIO — Airman Daniel
J. Robbins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph R. Robbins of 115 Jefferson St., Fulton, Ky., has completed
basic training at Lackland AFB,
Tex. He has been assigned to the
Air Force Technical Training Center at Keesier AFB, Miss., for
epecialized schooling as a cons.
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Phone 472-3857
GENE GREAM

Your Business Is Appreciated —

MISS KENTUCKY 1968—Janet Sue Hatfield, 18, tall
green eyed blonde of Jeffersontown, stood wistfully
holding back tears following her coronation as Miss
Kentucky 1968. She won her title at the end of weeklong competition with 34 other Kentucky beauties in
Louisville. Miss Hatfield's next journey is to Atlantic
City and the Miss America Pageant.

water is fast becoming
the favorite Bourbon
drink around here. If you
don't agree that It, wonderful, find out what's
wrong with the water.

tecelrefier''

INDIANTOWN GAP, PA. —
S'.uart G. Voehiel, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter A. Voeipel, 704 Vine
St., Fulton, Ky., a student at Murray State University, Murray, Ky.,
is attending Army Reserve Officers'
Training Corps semnIr comp. The
Coursi begets line is et Indiantown Gap Military Reservation,
AnnviNe, P.
During the encampment, he is receiving six weeks of training in
leadership, rifle marksmanship,
physical conditioning and other
military subjects.
Upon successful completion of
summer camp and graduation from
college, he is eligible to be commissioned as a second lieutenant in
the U. S. Army.
Cadet Voepel is a member of the
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity, end
a 1965 graduate of Fulton High
School.

water........

14fikr and
,

bbe

41V
4,41

munications-electronics - specialist
Airman Robbins, a 1982 graduate
of Fulton City High School, earned
his B. S. degree from Murray State
University. His wife is the former
Kay Morris of Fulton.
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Phone 479-7271
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Rice Agency
Fulton

472-1341
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Deportee*, of Public Information, Section PDS
Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
Cl..,. mend, without obligation, inlorntation on Kentucky's
40 state and notional parks, the finest in the nation.
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See us for - - Your Insurance Needs
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STATE AND
NATIONAL PARKS
The finest in the nation
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That's a one-word
description of the taste of
Weller and water. If you
try it—and don't agree
with the description—
find out what's wrong
with the water,

\-,...•••4

I.- ..,

Ifyou
want to enjoy the Bourbon connoisseur's favorite
drink, try Weller and
water. If you don't agree
that it's wonderful, find
out what's wrong with
the water.
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whatS wrong with the water
with mixing Weller with
soda pop? Nothing. But
we'd like you to try it
with water. If you don't
agree that it's wonderful,
find out what's wrong
with the water.

wrzYretz.,-

1 mere Ma • N wetaseeneir IMMO* 11.10401. Ww

•Your dollars
go farther

Complete Reef
Planned Protection

about Weller and water.
Conduct your own personal taste test. If you
don't agree that it's wonderful, find out what's
wrong with the water,

until you've tried it, that
Weller and water is indeed wonderful. But if
you taste it and don't
agree, find out what's
wrong with the water.
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don't agree,

PONTIAC An
BANKER

wonderful!
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KING Errol co.,

that's all you need add to
truly fine sour mash
Bourbon. If you don't'
agree that Weller and
water is wonderful, find
out what's wrong with
the water.
4.
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from our limestone
spring, this Bourbon is
unbeatable. Try Weller
and water yourself, and
if you don't agree that it's
wonderful, find out
what's wrong with the
water.
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Mg Care had to be given to the
hogs. A tot of work goes into a suecesaful hog operation and if you'll
visit
the Gibson Farm you'll alfee Martin. County Ages*
ways find someone looking after
Union City, Tenn.
the hog operation The farrowing
house and finishing floors will alTENDER, LOVING CAEN
ways be clean and as the saying
While visiting on the Morning goes Tender Loving Care ineans
Star Hog Farm recently, Mr. Char- more pigs.
The Morning Star Hog Farm conlie Gibson told me that to do any
good with hogs some Tender, Loy. sists of 80 sows and the litter size
is around nine (9). They try to sell
each year around 1,000 Market
Hogs. Also they have 77 Angus
Cows and 58 steers on feed. You
will observe 230 acres of good
looking corn on this farm but they
try never to sell any corn because
they want to market the corn
through the hogs and cattle. The
Gibson Brothers have Hampshire
Hogs and in addition to Market
Hogs sell Hampshire Breeding
Stock,

r1/1 S 0w5
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home, after being in May- liam Robert, Jr., last Friday or

011016 COUNTY

Parts For 1111 Electric
Shavers Ah
ANDREWS
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at his
field Hospital for test and treatment.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McClain,
of Texas, have been visiting with
his &other, Mrs. Aieful McClain,
and other relatives.
Mrs. Larry Watkins and Mrs.
Kenneth Cherry were co-hostesses
for a pink and blue shower for Mrs.
Terry Bethel, held in the fellowship
room at Good Springs. A number of
friends were present with even
more nice gifts, which were appredated. Contests and refreshments added to the pleasure of the
occasion.
The report from Mrs. Ada Ross
at Obion County Nursing Home is
that she is doing about as usual.
Jones Dickerson is seriously ill at
Hillview Hospital, Fulton.
Lone Oak Regional Library was
listed first in the annual circulation
report received last week and second in the trip circulation report.
Credit for much of this is due Mrs.
Winnie Cunningham, librarian.
Mr. and Mrs. William Shelton
announce the arrival of a son, Wil-
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P 0EAVEN HILL I

ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON

VALUE OF CLOVER IN A
DAIRY PASTURE

from Kentucky
HEAVEN HILL, "made from a
time-honored formula since
1788," is truly an ALLAIAERICAN BOURBON. Due to unparalleled uniformity, Gentle taste,
smooth flavor, distinctive aroma,
Kentucky craftsmanship, fine
quality and moderate price, we
say'
VAHAN@ CAN'T MY A
WTI.10M1 Of SOURION

I11

6 YEARS
OLD
90 PROOF
Mira
LABEL)

1

iii
OH
DIstillernis, Inc.

111
.
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11

DisNlied Aid 11•11101 Is Us.,.. INN INMINneles,

, Noristres. Nelson Cm*. Kinnanky

Milking cows react in a very senskive manner to the quality of pasture made available to them. High
quality pastures seem to have a
stimulating effect on milk production. One of the best stimulating
plants that we have is Ladino
clover.
In one experiment in a neighboring state where persistency of milk
production was used as the standard of comparison it was found that
cows on Orchard grass-Ladino had
a two-year average persistency of
95.8 percent compared to those
cows on Fescue-Ladino at 87.5 percent. Cows grazing a Bluegrass-Ladino mixture showed a persistency
of 87.0 percent while those on

ergi
HERE!

47 While

Noir/

'6007 7,
White Stripe One Side
Red Stripe One Side

Mile*

ahead

OMNI
is
NPERIMMI
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FOR SALE:
Now pickingi the R4
akin peaches. Pick yak
own at $3.00 per bushi*
Bring your own contakk
Cr. Located seven m
from Fulton on the F
ton-Union City Highwa
Turn right at DriveTheatse.

Flippo's': Peach Fail.
Phone 885-2529

Hamburgers
Chuck Wagon
Hot Dog
Onion Rings
Thick Shakes

Take Home
A Box or
Bucket
ATTENDS TWIELBIO CLZIOC—Missa Burebom, a member sod
majorette of the Unice City High School Bead, has relented home
atter speeding 10 days at the 106 Annual Arlasnaas Blab Erni-.
varsity Twirling Clinic at Josesboro, Ark., sponsored by the
A.S.U. Division or Music. Miss Darcham Is the daughter of Mr:
and Mrs. Randall Burcbam of Ethridge lone.
— ----straight Ky. 31 rescue was a rattiDUKE:DOM NEWS
er low 78.8 percent. (Persistency
Mrs. thilman Westbrook
measurements were calculated as a
ratio of the amount of milk produced during the fourth week of a test
The revival at Good Springs
period compared to producting dur- closed Friday night. Rev. E. H.
ing the week just prior to start of Denman, who bad been engaged to
test period.) These persistency per- hold the revival, was prevented
centages show the great advantage by ilness developing late in the
of clover in the pasture, regardless week. But thanks to the pastor,
of the type of grass in the mixture Rev. Oren Stover, Rev. Gayle
when compared to a pasture of Banes of Wingo, Rev. Joe Gardner
pure fescue.
of Dresden, Rev. Howard Haworth
In a Tennessee study, when an of Sharon and Rev. Bill Tidwell,
Orchard grass-clover mixture was Methodist minister at Dresden, we
compared to a dry-lot feeding heard fine messages delivered to
plan, it was found that cows pro- good crowds.
duced 3.2 pounds milk more per
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Carlton have
returned to their home at Tarpon
Springs, Fla., after a two week's
visit with their daughter, Mrs.
Terry Bethel, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bruce have
returned from a vacation trip to
Florida, and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Bruce left this 'morning for a visit
to St. Petersburg and points along
the way, planning to be gone about
two weeks.
Bun is Westbrook is recuperating

_lte

cow per day on the pasture containing 50 percent clover. When the
content of clover in these pastures
dropped to six percent (by actual
plant species count) the advantage
to thc pasture over the dry-lot plan
dropped to 1.2 pounds of milk per
cow per day.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
August 15, Annual Meeting, Gibson County Eleotric Corp., Trenton,
August 20 - Feeder Pig Sale, 1...exington.
August 26-31, Obion County aFir.

To-Nite

DOVE VEST

..... •P•O•

Bullet Perfs...
the Bonnie and Clyde look
Shades of the 30's...with a very this-moment look. Chunky
low heel, bold, broad straps, emphatic detailing ... wear
with a pinstripe, pair with textured hose, the razzle-dazzle
look is yours!

As featured on LET'S MAKE A DEAL NBC-TV

av

FAMILY SHOE STORE
FULTON., ICENTUCICV

INTERNATIONAL

—

hits_

• The capacity you need to get the
crop in fast, while hay and weather
conditions are right
Lasalikap
ferfres* free Gang
• Remote pickup lift, bale counter, remote control hitch are regular

ALL ROADS LEAD TO

• Choice of an International 3-phase
knotter that ties 17% stronger or a
wire twister that makes a doublethickness 4-wire twist
• A wide array of optional attachments,
including the No. 10 bale thrower

AUGUST SPECIALS!
No. 47T, New,Delivered . . . $1637.79
No. 2/T, New, Delivered . . . $1347.12

Why don't you become a part of the group that puts
you ahead.
If it's tires you need, be a "Real Roe

$16.95

(NO SALES TAX)

i CB&O TIRE CO
pi
s Taylor Chevrolet-Buick Is Loaded With USED CARS.
-LEADE
j
Dopertmett

313 RED ST.
FULTON, ET.
PRONE 472-310
17,...WE MOUNT AND SERVICE DRAT WE
IA

By M

47 BALER

...the 17-ton-capacity baler
with deluxe features
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The Fiberglass Belted Wide'600 gives you the best of
two worlds —the many advantages of radial tires plus riding comfort.
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Polyester
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•PE

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

$3.95

AMERICA'S ANSWER TO THE
EUROPEAN RADIAL TIRE—the Fiberglass Belted Wide
600'.This fabulous tire is made with two belts of strongerthan-steel Fiberglass cord under the tread and two bias
plies of Polyester cord.
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THE FINEST PIT BAR-B-Q IN TOWN
PHONE 479-9082
OPEN SUNDAY 3 PM TO 10 PM
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Memphis. Mrs. Shelton was ilorsogrly Linda Bailey.
Twin daughters weer born to
and Mrs. David Parnell last
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,
in Fulton.
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To
Train
Child

"THERE'S NOTHING LIKE A MODEL T," sings
Harrison Floy (Gary Heilsburg) and Mr.
Pontdue (David Brockway) to Fran (Eileen Barnett
Bittman) in the merry musical of the 1913 period
"High Button Shoes" at Jenny Wiley Summer Music
Theatre, Prestonsburg, August 15, 22, and 29.

Mammy, I love you.

- con man

I'm glad I'm alive.
It's fun to run and play
and laugh and dance.
It's hard to stand still and
listen.

•PIERCE STATION
try Mrs. Maass Lew.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mammy, I love you.

By Mrs. Carey POWs

Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
A nice crowd attended church at
Johnson's Grove Sunday and Sun- appointment at New Salem -Baptist
day night. Bro. James Best will be Church the past Sunday at 11 e. in.
the speaker each night at 7:30 this and also at the evening worship
week. Several of his members from held at 8 p. m. Sunday School openFirst Church in town were in the ed at 10 a. m. with a gdod attendservice last night.
public is ance.
There is no improvement in the
cordially invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Ferguson of condition of Mrs. Monroe McClain
Peoria, Ill., spent the week end at the home of children, Mr. and
Mrs. James Harrison, First Diswith relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams, of trict.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lessiter
Martin, spent Sunday with Mrs. C.
E. Lowe. Visitors in the Lowe home and sons, Mark, Stevie and Barry
one afternoon last week were Mrs. Keith, of Martin, were Saturday
Jobe Crawford, of Baton Rouge, night dinner guests of parents, Mr.
and two of her nieces from Ful- and Mrs. Buton Lassiter, near here.
We have news of the illness of
glum.
Dr. Rogers, Jr., of Independence, your writer's brother, Eddie Las
siter,
who is hoepitalized in a DeMo., is visiting relatives here and
troit hospital for the past few
in Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Roberts spent weeks, that he is now improved. It
a few days of lest week with their has been slow, but we are all hapdaughter, Mrs. Morton DeBard, py over the report. He is also the
and children in Pikeville, Tenn. brother of Buton Lassiter, near
Vinton in the Roberts' borne Wed- here.
iday night for a few hours wcro. Best wishes and get-well cards.
‘addeess• r- Huth+ 'Hospital,
Mr. and Mrs."Wendt-Ord of Chicago
and Mrs. Maude Williams and Mrs. Room 408-B, 432 E. Hancock, Detroit, Mich. 48201.
Nora Larkin of Fulton.
At the close of church service
hfr. and Mrs. Alton Smithson, of
Decaturville, MI., spent the week the past week there was one addition to the church and the bapend in their trailer home here.
tieveral from here attended the tismal service will be held later,
Tacker-Toon wedding in Fulton with Rev. Russell Rogers adminisSituday afternoon. Congratulations tering the baptism in church bapalfil best wishes to the young tistery.
Many gathered at Acree Cemecauple.
tery the past Saturday, which was
Mr. and Mrs. Davis, from Troy,
the appointed time to receive the
nt Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
work and pay the caretaker', Mr.
Roberts. Mrs. Davis is a Ma- and
Mrs. Sam Mathis Rev. L. W.
k* or Mr. Roberts.
Carlin delivered the memorial service. Basket lunch was spread at
noon, after which the committee in
CAYCE NEWS
charge held their business meetBy Miss Cleric* Bandurant
ing. Mr. and Mrs. Sam Mathis were
the successful bidders for the enRev. and Mrs. Robert Crump suing year and all expressed that
and daughter are having a nice vs- they were well pleased with the
-ration In Texas and are attending upkeep the past year.
the Hemisfair in San Antonio. also
Will Cook has returned home
visiting other points of interest.
from hospital, after having underMr. and Mrs. Howard Pursell gone surgery several days ago, and
and krally, of Louimine, are is convalescing. We &ye 'get-wen
spewleir their vacation with his days will be speedy, also his-return
portals, It. and Mrs. Turner Pur- to better health.
sell.
On next Saturday, August 10, all
Mrs. Chester Wade spent the those who are interested will meet
week end in Memphis with her at Morgan Cemetery, located near
mother, Mrs. Ethel Oliver.
Palmeraville Highway, at 10 a. in.
Miss Clarence Bondurant attend- for the business meeting. At this
ed the wedding of her nephew, time the caretaker, Condon MitchKenneth Oliver, Jr., in St. Louis ell, will be paid off and work reSaturday evening. Mr. and Mrs. ceived for this year's upkeep.'Those
Elmer Mason and Patti, of near who have loved Ones there may
Fulton, also attended.
send in or bring contributions. Any
The revival at the Cayce Retitle( donation will be appreciated by the
Church is in progress title week.
committee in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubie BarInsdale.
of Caruthersville, Mo., were SunFOURTH HIGHEST
day afternoon guests of Miss ClarThe Jefferson Davis monument,
ice Bondurant.
We are sorry Mrs. Neil Johnson Fairview, towers 351 feet and is the
is a patient in the Fulton Hospital. fourth highest monument in the
United States, and the talieet conWe wish her a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Bob Carr and sons, of Del- crete-cast obelisk in the world.
-4Phos, Ohio, are visiting with Mrs.
E. B. Freeze,
AMOR,
Mrs. Harry Pruett, of St. Louis,
-VIM* KIWI.* Cope**
has returned home, after several
—Ughelatereng, Medan. &
weeks' visit with Mrs. E. B. Freeze.
—Deena and McGee Dareelles
—Vinyl and Tile
SPORTSMAN'S HILL
The
iaenIlbitley House, MA —Anwstrene Inlaid Linoleum
brick bowie iniet at the Allegheny
ticnotaka, was horn as "Sportsman's 11111" became ovestooked.
141 'headway, lee* relies
the site of the Grit rem Creek
Phone amen
America. The house is located between Stanford end Cr* Orchard.

I

S. P. NOOSE It CO.

Greenfield Monument Works

Thank you for taking cars
of me. Thank you for cookies
and milk and bread.
Please give me a dime for
Sunday School. I like Sunday
School. We sing and laugh
and learn about God.
Mommy, I love you.

And so on and on she prattles in her own innocent and naive way.
Soon, however, her questions will become more complex and her parents will
need all the love and wisdom they can obtain.
Fortunately, we as parents are not alone in this endeavor. The Church
stands ready and anxious to help us train our children. Through worship,
study and meditation we can learn to know what God requires of us. Come
to the church of your choice this Sunday and every Sunday.

Day

Book

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday .
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

I Chronicles
Psalms
Isaiah
I Corinthians
Philippians
I Thessalonians
II Timothy

W. D. Pewees
Pettis
Phone MUM

J. & MANESS & SONS
Graliedioll.Tem

Greenfield
nem IMMO

VITUS

22
143
30
13
4
4
3

6-16
5-12
8-18
1-13
8-13
1-8
10-17

The Church is the greatest
factor on earth for the building
of character and good citizenship. It is a storehouse of
spiritual values. Without a
strong Church, neither democracy nor civilization can survive. There are four sound
reasons why every person
should attend services regularly and support the Church.
They are: (1) For his own
sake. (2) For his children's
sake. (3) For the sake of his
community and nation.(4)For
the sake of the Church itself,
which needs his moral and
material support. Plan to go
to church regularly and read
your Bible daily.
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This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Chunk
Ills Sponsored By rums Interested In This Continuity.
WILLIAM WARD STOCKYARD

THE FULTON NEWS
Printers— Publishers
CONinblegild Ave.

Piggly-Wiggly Super Market

Maws et Shell Products

Chords Urea

South Fulton, Tem.

4n4i1e

INTERSTATE OM COMPANY

South Nam

HORNBEAIC FUNERAL HOME
to Carr Illreet

MGM

Henry L Siegel Company. Inc.
Pubis and Sera Pullen

Penne trim

Pulten

none 4724412

Sullen

CITY DRUG COMPANY

THE =HUMS BANK

Your Piniscriptisa Drug Stem

Make nu bank yew Wink

Penne 472-L1W

Fates. Kl%

FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

At the stare or at yeur deer

Pullen, Kentucky

Paten. Ky.

Flans 4724311

4111 Lake Street

471-12e0

Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
Union City, Tenn.

"Live teeter Illeetrieally"

feu* Pullen,'Few.,

Keehn's'', Ky.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.

Member et Kentecky Modal Mem
Kentucky Ave..
whale: 4104414

—

Didnedrea. Tow.

Cut Newer.

Puffin

Green lieris Nupplies
DWI 4,1141/1

EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Rasa Were*

E. W.James & SonsSupermarkets
Miamian, Ky.

Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Thais

Phone 3111-21,11

Hickman. Ky.

PURE MILK COMPANY

I. OPerailin id Year*

• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
" Open Sunday Afternoons •

Chapter

THE CHURCH FOR ALL . .
All FOR THE CHURCH

Pewits 47114471

Lake Wrest

Dial MGM

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
*Miaow

lesurardre
Waselliant Pe*
private doles for NI

King Kolar Campany. lam
AtAbernad Poodles end Itanike Dm*,
100 1. Nate Une

Plisse ~PI
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Hickman Court
Appeals Order
On Its Libraries
The Hickman county fiscal court
has decided to appeal a recent decision of • special circuit court
judge's ruling ordering it to amend
an earher order dissolving the
Hickman county library district.
Judge R. L. Myre Sr. of Paducah
had 6190 ordered the fiscal court to
continue to levy a tax of three and
one-half cents on each one hundred
dollars worth of property assessed
for taxation in the county for support of the library.
Judge Myre's finding was that at
the time a dissolution petition wee
presented to the fiscal court the
library board had outstanding and
unsatisfied contractural obligations,
and the petition could not be accepted and was without legal effect.
The matter is now to be decided
by the state court of &meas.

Mrs. Paul Howard visited Mrs.
Dorothy Hopkins in South Fulton '
Wednesday of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
have as their guests, their daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs. Ural
CuPPles and son, Steve, of Detroit.
We are glad to report that Mrs.
Geonge Gardner is back home from
the hospital in Memphis.
Mrs. Maxine Jones and Mrs.
Jones, of Fulton, drove out to Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Williams' for tomatoes to can Wednesday.
Mrs. Harold Hopkins and Mrs.
Ural Cupples drove kr Paducah
Friday to visit with Mr. and Mrs.
J. P. Jones and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Varidy, of Detroit, have gone to visit with Mr.
and Mrs. James Gavarock in
Memphis. Mrs. Varidy and Mrs.
Gavarock are daughters of Mr. I
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams, of
Mayfield, spent Friday with Mr.
and Mrs. Everett Williams.
Clarence Johns, who lives with
his sister, Mrs. Dean Terrell, and
Mr. Terrell, is not feeling too well.
these hot days.
We %Mould appreciate it if you
have any news or company if you
would call me and help me with
my write-ups.
We heard that Dr. John Rags.
dole had a birthday this last week.
We hope he had a good day and
has many more happy birthdays.
Pfc. Carl Lewis has completed
his training at Camp Geiger, N. C.,
and is horns on leave until August
IS. He will return to Camp LeJune,
N. C. for further training and
schooling.
We were glad to hear Mrs. Bill
Gray is out of the hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Nabors and
children, Mrs. Martha Lou Kindred,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins and
Ricky, Mr. and Mn. H. A. Butler
and Neal Jones visited Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Williams Sunday.
Hilhnan Collier was able to go
home and eat dinner with his faintly Saturday. We hope he will soon
be out of the hospital to stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page had
as their week end guests their daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Ruck of Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Davis returned to their home in Memphis Wednesday, after visiting her sister,
Mrs. Newman Croft, and M.Croft.
We send our congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Dalton on the
birth of a ten-pound boy, horn
Sunday afternoon. He was named for
hit dad - Franklin, Jr.
Mrs. Hester Bennett has been on
the sick list this week. The doctor
was out to see her wonder.
Bro. William Woodson, who has
been doing the preaching at Oak
Grove Church of Christ for the past
eight or ten years, will be at Oak
Grove Sunday for his last sermon,
as he is going to New Orleans to
study for his Doctor's degree. He is
a man we have learned to love and
he will surely be missed by us all.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard spent
the week end in Memphis, visiting
their daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Wisdom.
Norman Terrell, of Knoxville,
spent the week end with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell,
and visited with his uncle, Clarence Johns, who is quite ill.
A picnic was held in the Park at
Martin Friday in honor of Mrs.
Henson Jones of Route 0 and Mrs.
Thelma Earls of Sharon. Term., who
have worked several years in the
Merit plant at Martin. They have
both boom off from work, after
operations, for several weeks.
Those attending were: Henson
Jones, Mr. Earls, Mrs. Sue James
and family of Water Valley, Mr.
and Mrs. Milburn Conner and Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Gattis end family
of Fulion, and several more families. Mrs. Jones reports a good
time was enjoyed by all and says
that it is very nice to bare so
many good friends.
A fish dinner was enjoyed by
several In the home of Mr. and
Mot ,Psul Howard Wedresday
lush& After =PP", I hear time
was a bean-shelling and everyone
had a wonderful time.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Olaserwaki and
son, of Detroit, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Williams a while Saturday secrets'.
Mr. and Mrs. Cart Yates were in
Pals, Tenn., one day last week,
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SALE: New cherry dining
room set • table, 6 chairs and
hutch. Contact 653-6531.

iticisrga NOW for our
The largest summer class in the
history of Murray State University, weeks' STENOGRAPHIC &MAME
—2,1100--graduated 617 Students at - OPEEDWRITING Shorthand,
the end of the summer term Aug- typewriting, etalineical lypireviOng,
English, epelikng, Eking, office Maust 2.
Graduating with Master's degrees dill= (inclu(thg Diciaphone),
were four from this area. The milionsation office practice, general
ee practice, personality developquartet included David Daniel, 503
Green Street; Walter McAlister,'west, ciente and civil 'service, seBruce Busineee kalituted
e.
Fulton Route 1; James U. Evereit,
Hickman Mouth 1, and John B. MS Poplar, Marein, Mann. Tele&one 5117-4911.
Watts, Hickman.

WANTED, FEMALE:
Demonstrator for Merle Norman
Cosmetic studio. Salary, commission. If interested phone 587-4163 in
Martin after 5:30 p.m.

Here's a wonderful way to own a Simmons Beautyr
est—the only mattress that
gives every part of your body a good night's
sleep. For a limited time we
make this amazing Beautyrest offer. Now you can
pay out of income while you
enjoy Beautyrest comfort.
Beautyrest is made with individually pockete
d coils. Because they're not
wired together like the coils in ordinary mattres
ses—they can't sag together.
With the Beautyrest, each part of your body gets'
the individual support it
needs. And when two people sleep on a Beautyr
est, each gets individual
support ... they don't disturb each other's
sleep, because they're not affected
by the weight or movement of the other person.
No rolling together.
Come in and see this Beautyrest Supreme. The
beautiful quilted cover is
Sani-Seal' protected against bacteria, mildew. odor.
Luxurious Simflee cushioning cradles you over the firm, flexible coils
below. Choose regular or extra
firm. Come in now while it's so easy to own a
Beautyrest.

$89

Twin or Full Size
Mattress or Foundation

Extra Long, each $99.50; Queen Size Set,
$239.50; King Size Set, $339.50

FOR RENT: Cayce Cate. Modem,
fully eitilifinad, air-conditioned; adMcent to Texaco Service Station,
Call or see R. P.• Melds, Fulton
County Oil Company, Hickman,
Ky. (502) 2544375.

— INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL:
Free lube job with each oil and filter chance
(offer expires Sept. let)

Beautyrest has more than 800 individual coils
(in the full size). Each one is in its own separate pocket. It individually supports just the
part of your body above it, just as much as it
needs. Each coil is free to respond individually to the individual parts of your body. To
give each part the support it needs. Arm support to arms. Back support to backs. Allot you
sleeps comfortably!

